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Abstract
Developments in the foundations of quantum mechanics have identified several attributes and tests associated with the “quantumness"
of systems, including entanglement, nonlocality, quantum erasure,
Bell test, etc.. Here we introduce and utilize these tools to examine
the role of quantum coherence and nonclassical effects in 1 vs. N photon coherent phase control, a paradigm for an all-optical method for
manipulating molecular dynamics. In addition, truly quantum control
scenarios are introduced and examined. The approach adopted here
serves as a template for studies of the role of quantum mechanics in
other coherent control and optimal control scenarios.
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1

Introduction

The goal of coherent control is to manipulate the dynamics of matter at
the molecular, atomic, and even subatomic level. The methodology, which
has been extensively reviewed [1, 2] relies on an external driving field, the
characteristics of the material target system, and the coupling between them.
For example, in two-color phase control [3], control over the material system
is achieved by irradiating the system with a field of the form:
E(t) = ε1 cos(ωt + φ1 ) + ε2 cos(N ωt + φ2 ) ,

(1)

and then varying the relative phase φ = N φ1 − φ2 between the two incident
weak laser fields of frequencies ω and N ω, with N = 2, 3, . . . . This particular
control scenario has proven of interest in applications ranging from control
of electric currents [4–7] to the control of laser phase envelopes in precision
measurements [8, 9], and is the primary scenario upon which we focus in
this Advances.
Two-color phase control has repeatedly [3, 5, 10–30] been explained as
a quantum analog of Young’s double slit experiment [31], with the slits
replaced by two independent and mutually exclusive dynamical pathways,
A and B, both leading from an initial material state |ψ(t = −∞)i to a final
state |ψ(t = ∞)i. In this picture, path A is given by a 1-photon transition
induced by the laser field of frequency N ω, and path B by an N -photon
transition caused by the second field of frequency ω. In accord with the
standard quantum description, the probability of excitation at long times
P (∞) is then obtained by adding the transition amplitudes aA (∞) and
aB (∞) for the pathways and taking the square of the absolute value to give:
2
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P (∞) = |aA (∞)| + |aB (∞)| + aA (∞)a∗B (∞) + aB (∞)a∗A (∞)
p
= PA (∞) + PB (∞) + 2 PA (∞)PB (∞) cos(φ − θ),
where θ denotes a material phase. Phase control, a subset of coherent
control effects, is manifest only in the latter term, which depends on the
external control phase φ. This interference term can contribute either
constructively or destructively, resulting in nonadditive probabilities, so
that P (∞) 6= PA (∞) + PB (∞).
Arguments for the validity and applicability of coherent phase control
have primarily relied upon formulations of this kind, which emphasize the
importance of quantum interference in control. In particular, they rely on
the functional form of this equation, which is reminiscent of double slit
interference, the phase sensitivity of the control, and the display of nonadditivity of the contributions. Early two-color photoionization experiments
with alkali atoms, [14, 15, 32, 33], serve as seminal examples of this scenario,
as do experiments on current directionality in quantum wells [5] and semiconductors [20]. However, phase sensitivity and nonadditivity can also be
of classical origin arising, for example, in transport processes[34]. Hence,
3

one can ask [35, 36] whether 1 vs. N phase control can also be viewed as a
classical interference phenomenon or, for example, as a system’s collective
response to shaped incident laser fields [37, 38]. Related concerns are raised
by a number of additional studies [39–41] that consider 1 vs. 2 photon phase
control as an intrinsically classical phenomenon.
In this article, we justify this concern and then provide a formal approach to addressing this issue. Specifically, we examine quantum control
from a foundational perspective, relying upon modern concepts in quantum
mechanics, such as entanglement, quantum erasure, nonlocality, and Bell
tests (for an introduction, see [42]) to see how a truly quantum phase control
scenario can be tested and built. Although this article focuses explicitly on
the 1 vs. N photon weak-field phase control, our goal is to provide a detailed
approach to examining the role of quantum mechanics in control scenarios
that is applicable to other coherent control, and to optimal control scenarios.
In the case of coherent control, such a degree of foundational rigor has so far
not been considered necessary. Rather, one has been satisfied with “bona
fide nonclassicality”, i.e., the expectation that a classical theory can not be
written down that also conforms to what one believes to be the physics of
the observed phenomenon. From a foundational perspective, this approach
is problematic [43, 44], as discussed below.
Hence, the central focus of this Advances is the use of modern foundational ideas in quantum mechanics to explore “quantumness” in coherent
control. In our examination of the 1 vs. N scenario, we begin by noting that
no features of interference are displayed that go beyond the nonadditivity
and the phase sensitivity of nonlinear response to the incident laser field.
Indeed, if nonclassical effects play a role in this coherent control scenario,
then it is by virtue of the fact that the material upon which the lasers are
incident display quantum features. This is, of course, distinct from saying
that the control scenario itself reflects principles that are non-classical. This
distinction requires clarification through two significant comments.
(i) There is absolutely no question that quantum mechanics is necessary to
quantitatively describe the outcome of coherent control scenarios. For
example, a classical computation gives products of HD+ dissociation
in a 1 vs. 2 photon experiment that are antiparallel to the correct
quantum result [45]. Indeed, even the absorption of light by matter
requires quantum mechanics to obtain quantitatively accurate results,
although, a classical description is often qualitatively satisfactory [46–
48]. Here, however, our focus is on the conceptual relationship between
the quantum and classical perspectives.
(ii) From a formal foundational perspective, in both dynamics and control,
quantitative agreement with quantum theory does not provide a proof
of nonclassicality. Rather, formally, proving the role of quantum
mechanics requires that all classical descriptions and explanations
be falsified, i.e., all classical models must be unable to reproduce
4

the phenomenon. As a consequence, the rigorous certification of
nonclassicality is a challenging task which has, for example, been
the subject of intense efforts in quantum optics [49–51], quantum
information [52–58], and, most notably, quantum foundations [59–64].
Studies of this type take the form of carefully crafted experimental
protocols that close all loopholes that would prevent rigorous assertions
about the degree to which quantum mechanics is necessary to describe
the phenomenon—called here, and below, “quantumness”.
If conventional 1 vs. N phase control, at its core, conceptually admits a
classical description, and thus does not show nontrivial aspects of quantum
mechanics, what new, extended verifiably quantum coherent phase control
scenarios can be designed? Here, we introduce tools to answer these questions
in any coherent control scenario and apply them specifically to the 1 vs.
N photon case. Finally, we note that understanding the nonclassicality of
coherent control has practical applications that arise from a recognition that
decoherence effects [65] often bring a system to the classical limit. Hence,
if control is indeed (at least partially) classical, then it may well survive
in the often unavoidable decohering environments associated with realistic
molecular processes.

1.1

A General Overview of This Article

Sections 1.2 to 1.4 review arguments that standard two-color weak-field phase
control is, conceptually, an analog of a purely classical control phenomenon
in which quantum interference and the double-slit analogy play no role. As
noted below, quantum physics only influences the material component of
the system, expressed by response functions to the external field. These
quantities contain the complete information that is necessary to calculate the
perturbation of a system property in response to classical driving radiation,
particularly weak two-color fields.
In the main body of this article, we address the question of how and
when nontrivial aspects of quantum interference affect phase control. Note
that by “quantum interference” we do not just mean that interference is
observed, but rather that the interference is verifiably quantum, as described
below. Indeed, in this context quantum interference and quantum mechanics
are essentially synonymous. Since these aspects will be seen to be absent in
conventional phase control, we extend our search to unconventional scenarios.
To do so, we introduce, in Sec. 2, a novel type of two-path interferometer,
the “coherent control interferometer” (the CCI). As in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI), the CCI will be seen to have two input ports, two
output ports, and two path alternatives. Each port is identified with one
of two possible outcomes in the measurement of a matter observable that
is diagonal in the material eigenbasis, e.g., spin, parity, etc. For example,
the path alternatives are given by the two excitation processes in a 1 vs.
N coherent control scenario. The resultant CCI framework is general and
5

applicable to many systems, from atoms [15, 66] to molecules [27, 45, 67–69]
to bulk solids [4, 5, 20, 30, 70–75]. Further, the control field can be in a
semiclassical coherent or in a quantum state of light, such as a multimode
Fock state or a squeezed state.
The CCI will prove central to the study of nontrivial quantum interference
effects in phase control, insofar as it formalizes the relationship between
coherent phase control and quantum interference phenomena. With it, we
are able to study the fundamental complementarity of wave- and particlelike behavior in the context of coherent control (Sec. 3). Further, the
trade-off between these two behaviors is quantified via duality relations
of the form V2 + K2 ≤ 1 that provide upper bounds on the interference
fringe contrast V, a wave property, and the simultaneously acquirable
amount of path knowledge K, a particle property. Relations of this type are
not only conducive to an experimental demonstration of complementarity
and thus one of the hallmarks of quantum interference, but they are of
immediate practical significance in coherent phase control. This is because
these relations show the maximum amount of control achievable through
“quantum erasure”, a measurement strategy by which path knowledge can
be “erased” and interference restored (Sec. 4) and that there is a strict
equivalence between controllability and interference contrast in the CCI
that can be indicative of nonclassical correlations and entanglement.
Another hallmark of quantum interference is “delayed choice” [76]. In the
context of quantum erasure, delayed choice refers to the fact that the time at
which the experimenter decides to restore wave-like interference (naturally,
at the expense of any particle-like path knowledge) is of no consequence to
the measurement results. The choice can be made even well after detecting
the output from the CCI. Below, we exploit the CCI to design a novel
coherent control implementation of “quantum delayed choice” [77] that has
thus far only been observed in experiments with photons [51, 78, 79] and
nuclear spins [80, 81] (Sec. 5). Note that quantum delayed choice will
be seen to differ from delayed choice in that the system is in a quantum
superposition of both particle- and wavelike behaviors that, in the CCI, are
controlled by the incident light field. As such, prior to the measurement it
can be physically unknowable whether control is achieved or not.
Rigorous experimental proofs for the nonclassicality of our proposed
quantum erasure and quantum delayed choice coherent phase control scenarios are discussed in Sec. 6. These verifications are made possible with
the Bell-CHSH inequality tests introduced below. If these inequalities are
unambiguously violated in an experiment, it would guarantee that the observed measurement statistics cannot be described by any classical theory.
But even without these tests, these new scenarios come significantly closer
to demonstrating quantum coherence and nonclassical interference effects in
a 1 vs. N coherent phase control experiment.
Section 7 applies the CCI formalism to an example of control over the
spin polarization of the ejected photoelectron in the photoionization of
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an alkali atom by a 1 vs. 2 control field. We derive explicit settings that
facilitate the implementation of the new control scenarios and, in particular,
we design control fields for wave- and particle-like CCI output statistics.
Loopholes are discussed in Sec. 8, and conclusions are provided in Sec. 9.

1.2

Quantum-Classical Correspondence in Coherent Phase
Control

The issue of classical vs. nonclassical effects in coherent control has been
recently addressed for a number of control scenarios. For example [6, 35, 82],
a classical, two-color cw driving field with frequency components ω and
2ω of the form E(t) = E1 (t) + E2 (t) = ε1 cos(ωt + φ1 ) + ε2 cos(2ωt + φ2 )
can induce an asymmetry in the position or momentum distribution of
a single charged particle trapped in a symmetric potential with quartic
anharmonicity. The asymmetry is controllable by changing the relative
phase φ = 2φ1 − φ2 of the two field components. In the quantum case, the
time-averaged position xq is given by [6]
3 2
xq = χ(3)
q 4 ε1 ε2 cos φ,

(2)

where the average position xq is seen to be proportional to cos φ and to the
field amplitudes ε1 , ε2 , with a coefficient given by the quantum susceptibility
(3)
χq . The quantum-mechanical description of control was found [6] to cross
over smoothly to the classical limit,
3 2
lim xc = χ(3)
c 4 ε1 ε2 cos φ.

(3)

~→0

Here the quantum and classical results are seen to be of exactly the same
(3)
form, albeit with a quantitatively different susceptibilities χ(3)
and χq .
c
In particular, the quantum result adds a series of correction terms, ∆χ =
(3)
(χ(3)
q − χc ), that describe the ~-dependent resonance structure of the
system. Further, in the specific example discussed above, both quantum and
classical control can be explained by solely considering classical arguments
based on reflection symmetry, in contrast to earlier explanations [1] that
attributed control to the breaking of parity, an inherently quantum effect. In
addition, consider uncoupled, charged, massive particles in static, symmetric,
one-dimensional potentials subject to external driving fields in the dipole
approximation. In these general cases, the necessary conditions for the
creation of net dipoles or currents is identical in the quantum and the
classical regime if the driving fields are time-periodic and have vanishing
temporal average [82]—a standard case in scenarios of coherent phase control.
That is, both quantum and classical control rely on the same temporal
asymmetries in the driving field and on the presence of anharmonicities
in the static potential. All of these results suggest that, conceptually, the
phase control is consistent with classical mechanics.
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The quantative quantum-classical correspondence breaks down when
the initial state becomes semi-classically inadmissible or when the driving
frequencies approach the quantum resonances. In such cases, classical and
quantum control can be wildly different and may not necessarily correspond
to the same physical phenomenon. Such a conclusion has been reached in
a particular case of two-color strong-field photodissociation of a diatomic
molecule modeled as a Morse oscillator [39, 40]. Away from the resonances,
however, the classical and quantum calculations have been found to agree
and further to reproduce the control achieved in a related photoionization
experiment [22, 83].
Notwithstanding, the case of the quartic oscillator discussed above
illustrates that quantum-classical correspondence is not restricted to weakfield coherent control (i.e., the perturbative limit), but can also occur for
intense driving. The results make clear that a general approach to the role
of quantum mechanics in control is necessary.

1.3

The Nonlinear Response Perspective

Such an approach to analyzing quantum control scenarios and their possible
classical analog, formulates the issue in terms of nonlinear perturbative
response [35, 41]. Non-linear response provides an infinite series expansion
for the time-dependent ensemble average of the outcome of a measurement
performed on a material system that is subject to an external (and here for
simplicity, scalar-valued) driving signal E(t). If O(t) is the response signal,
then [84]
O(t) = R(0)
Z τn
Z τ2
∞ Z t
X
+
dτn dτn−1 · · · dτ1 R(n) (τ2 − τ1 , τ3 − τ2 , . . . , t − τn )
n=1

−∞

−∞

−∞

× E(τn )E(τn−1 ) · · · E(τ1 ). (4)
If all response functions R(n) are known, O(t) can be obtained to arbitrary
precision for virtually any E(t). Eq. (4) is completely general and applicable
in both quantum and classical mechanics, where the response functions R(n)
are obtainable from time-dependent perturbation theory in the coupling
between E(t) and the material system.
Perturbation theory also suggests criteria for truncating the series
[Eq. (4)]. For weak two-color phase control, the input signal E(t) is a
small parameter and, typically, only low orders n are relevant. Further, in
this case, the signal separates into two components, E = E1 + E2 , according
to their frequencies. Hence, by suppressing one component, the contribution
of each input component to the response O can be assessed. If O1 and O2
are the individual responses to E1 and E2 , then, in general, if the response
is nonlinear in the field amplitude, the collective response O will differ from
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the sum O1 + O2 . With R̂(n) , Ê1 and Ê2 as the Fourier transforms of the
response functions and the field components, the difference
Z
Z
O(t) − O1 (t) − O2 (t) = dω1 dω2 ei(ω1 +ω2 )t R̂(2) (ω1 , ω1 + ω2 )
h
i
× Ê2 (ω1 )Ê1 (ω2 ) + Ê1 (ω1 )Ê2 (ω2 )
Z
Z
Z
+ dω1 dω2 dω3 ei(ω1 +ω2 +ω3 )t R̂(3) (ω1 , ω1 + ω2 , ω1 + ω2 + ω3 )
h
i
× Ê2 (ω1 )Ê1 (ω2 )Ê1 (ω3 ) + 5 permutations + higher orders (neglected)
(5)
quantifies the contribution to the response due to the simultaneous presence
of both fields.
The primary control parameter in two-color control scenarios is the
relative phase between two frequencies. The direct terms O1 and O2 are
typically not phase controllable [85] and the only way a phase shift φ1 of,
e.g., the component E1 can affect the response is by means of the mixed
cross terms given by Eq. (5). Consider, specifically, the effect of the phase
change:
Êi (ω) 7→ Êi (ω)ei sgn(ω)φi

(6)

The right-hand side of Eq. (6) is the Fourier transform of ai (t) cos[ϕi (t) + φi ],
if Êi (ω) is the Fourier transform of Ei (t) = ai (t) cos[ϕi (t)]. The functions
ai and ϕi are, respectively, the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the
field Ei before shifting its phase by φi . Equation (5) shows explicitly that
the phases φi affect the field terms, but not the response functions, which
depend on the field frequencies, but not on the field phases φi . This feature is
common to both the classical and the quantum descriptions of conventional
two-color weak-field control, and generalizes the case of the quartic oscillator
[6] reviewed in Sec. 1.2. This approach shows that the difference between the
classical and quantum 1 vs. N response can only result from quantitative
differences in the response functions obtained in either regime. Phenomena
like quantum resonances, tunneling, broken parity, etc. only contribute
to the response functions, but not to the fundamental structure of phase
control, i.e., the dependence on the phase of the incident field.
The discussion above would apply to any coherent control scheme for
which the nonlinear response is valid; those that do not fit into this category
merit additional consideration.

1.4

Is There Quantum Mechanics in 1 vs. N Coherent
Phase Control?

Section 1.3, makes no reference to either “interference” or to “quantum
interference”. That is, neither of these concepts is necessary to understand
9

the coherent phase control scenario. Hence, the idea that coherent phase
control results from the quantum-coherent interference of mutually exclusive
excitation pathways is challenged by the above treatment. Furthermore,
even if quantum interference were involved, none of its hallmark features,
discussed below, would be displayed; rather one only finds the nonadditivity
and phase sensitivity of the nonlinear response. At this trivial level, quantum
interference and the double-slit analogy are of questionable relevance.
Moreover, the double-slit analogy can, at times, even be misleading.
This is demonstrated in the example of the bichromatically driven quartic
oscillator (see Refs. 6, 35, and Sec. 1.2 above), a system that admits a
description in terms of quantum-coherently interfering dynamic pathways
that is formally analogous to single-particle interference in the Young doubleslit (YDS). However, and significantly, single-particle YDS interference does
not survive in the classical limit; rather, one obtains an average over ballistic
particle trajectories that alternate probabilistically between the two slits.
This is not the case for the 1 vs. 2 control process, which retains its wavelike
interference behavior in the classical limit. Indeed, as we have explained
elsewhere [35], the primary difference between the YDS and coherent phase
control is that the latter occurs due to external driving, i.e., E(t), whereas
the former requires no such external influence. This result is in full agreement
with the nonlinear response description in Sec. 1.3, but it is at odds with
the double-slit analogy.
We have to conclude that, for standard scenarios of 1 vs. 2 coherent phase
control, the double-slit analogy should be avoided, and 1 vs. 2 phase control
should not be advertised conceptually as a quantum interference effect. The
result motivates our efforts below, in which we seek to develop and test a
genuinely and verifiable quantum mechanical phase control scenario.

2

The Coherent Control Interferometer

To address this issue, we focus on the quantum mechanical principle of
complementarity, and its role in coherent control. This principle addresses
a fundamental qualitative property of quantum mechanics: the violation of
realism. Realism is central to classical physics, stating that the properties
and configurations of classical systems are independent of their observation,
and exist prior to their measurement. In quantum physics, however, this
concept is no longer expected. Rather, quantum mechanics describes systems and measurements probabilistically. A globally consistent classical
picture of a quantum system is impossible because sequential measurements
give evidence for properties that classically would be regarded as contradictory, but are in fact equally valid. One therefore cannot regard a system
as having “intrinsic" properties, i.e., properties that exist independent of
measurement. Rather, since Bohr, it is known that the true nature of
a quantum phenomenon can only be understood by obtaining evidence
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through complementary measurements. In practical terms, this means that
if some measurement is absolutely predictable and its a priori outcome
certain, then there is a complementary measurement whose outcome will be
completely uncertain [86].
In the context of interference, Bohr’s principle refers to the complementarity of waves and particles. According to the laws of classical physics,
these are intrinsic properties: particles never interfere in an interferometer,
and, for waves, passage through slits is not mutually exclusive. In quantum
mechanics, however, the notions of wave and particle exist only as concepts
that are borrowed from classical physics. The chances of a system displaying
wave- or particle-like behavior are intrinsic to the mathematical framework
of quantum superpositions that, formally, ascribes these properties to a
quantum system simultaneously. It is the choice of the experiment that
determines what property the system displays. These properties are thus
not intrinsic: it is not just the ignorance of the measurement that prevents
an observer from knowing if something is a wave or a particle.
The focus of the remaining part of this chapter discusses ways to demonstrate complementarity in new, unconventional scenarios of true quantum
coherent phase control, scenarios in which nonlinear response theory cannot
be applied. In contrast to previous coherent phase control experiments, the
scenarios proposed below strongly support an analogy between coherent
phase control and the single-particle interference in the Young double-slit.
Further, the central hallmarks of quantum interference—complementarity
and the violation of realism in particular—are displayed prominently and
unambiguously. Essential to this approach is the framework of the CCI that
is introduced in this section. This CCI is inspired by the optical MZI, a
standard two-path interferometer that, like the Young double-slit (YDS),
can demonstrate complementarity and the probabilistic nature of quantum
mechanics. Introducing the CCI will, however, necessitate the introduction
of a general structure for the phase control scenario under consideration.

2.1

A General Theory of Two-Color Weak-Field Coherent Phase Control

Here we introduce a fully general quantum-mechanical description of the
two-color weak-field 1 vs. N coherent control scheme, where N = 2, 3,
etc. The treatment allows for realistic pulse profiles that are compact in
space and thus have a spread in frequency. Furthermore, the full quantum
treatment accounts for the radiation field as an additional quantum degree
of freedom R [87] that can be in a nonclassical state and that can exhibit
correlations with the material degrees of freedom M. Here, the field will
be subject to feedback and change due to its interaction with the matter,
an extension of the coherent control approach described above, where the
driving field is external and predetermined.
Consider now a material system M upon excitation by light. The
11

material Hamiltonian HM is assumed to be time-independent with a bound
and continuum spectrum Eµ with eigenstates {|µi}. That is,
HM |µi = Eµ |µi.
Initially, in the distant past, the material system is its ground state,
X
%M (−∞) =
pν |νihν|

(7)

(8)

ν∈D−

P
where ν∈D− pν = 1 with pν ≥ 0, and the quantum numbers ν from the
set D− count over any ground state degeneracies.
The material system then interacts with the quantized radiation field,
which is described via continuous multimode Fock space, where the vacuum
|vaci and all n-photon states of the form |k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn i are the preferred
basis states. Here the indices λi = 1, 2 label two unit polarization vectors
ε̂(ki , λi ) that are each perpendicular to the corresponding wave vector
ki = ω(ki ) k̂i /c and to one another. The field Hamiltonian is
Z
X
HR = dk
~ω(k) a† (k, λ)a(k, λ),
(9)
λ

where the vacuum radiation field energy is ignored, and a† (k, λ) and a(k, λ)
are the photon creation,
a† (k, λ)|vaci = |kλi,
√
a† (k, λ)|k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn i = n + 1 |kλ, k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn i,

(10a)
(10b)

and annihilation operators,
n

1 X
a(k, λ)|k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn i = √
δ(k − ki )δλλi
n i=1
× |. . . , ki−1 λi−1 , ki+1 λi+1 , . . .i, (10c)
a(k, λ)|vaci = 0,

(10d)

respectively. In this continuous Fock space, wave vectors can take any value
and we have
k01 λ01 , . . . , k0m λ0m k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn =


1 X
δnm
δ k1 − k0σ(1) δλ1 λ0σ(1) · · · δ kn − k0σ(n) δλn λ0σ(n) , (11)
n!
σ∈Sn

where the sum runs over all n! permutations σ in the symmetric group Sn .
The creation and annihilation operators obey the standard commutation
relations [87], i.e.,

 

a(k, λ), a k0 , λ0 = a† (k, λ), a† k0 , λ0 = 0,
(12)
12

and



a(k, λ), a† k0 , λ0 = δ k − k0 δλλ0 .

(13)

The total Hamiltonian is
H = HM + HR + V,

(14)

with the light-matter interaction V , treated here within the electric dipole
approximation. In the length gauge, and when the material part is modeled
as a point scatterer, the interaction is given by
Z
X
V = −d · dk
i~E(k) [a(k, λ)ε̂(k, λ) − h.c.],
(15)
λ

p
where d is the material dipole operator, E(k) = ~ω(k)/0 (2π)3 /~ is the
vacuum field strength, and h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the
preceeding expression.
At time t = −∞, the total system with density matrix ρ(−∞) assumes
an uncorrelated, separable state,
%(−∞) = %M (−∞) ⊗ %R (−∞),

(16)

where M and R subscripts denote the material and radiative subsystems.
Subsequently, the light and the matter interact, and finally (t = ∞) totally
separate from one another. The resultant final state %(∞) of the total system
will in general be correlated and inseparable, %(∞) 6= %M (∞) ⊗ %R (∞).
Interest is then in a small fraction of the final states, denoted %̃(∞) that
culminate with matter in specific states |µi at particular energies Eµ , with
µ ∈ D+ :
%(∞) 7→ %̃(∞).

(17)

[See also Eq. (150) in App. A.] Here D+ denotes the set of quantum numbers
that characterizes all interesting scattering events. For example, in the case
of molecular photodissociation, a scattering event is interesting if enough
energy is absorbed from the field to drive the material to the continuum.
The set D+ and the state %̃(∞) are then associated with that particular
energy range. We assume that D− and D+ do not overlap.
Scattering into |µi requires fields with frequencies whose integer multiples
are equal to ∆µν /~ = (Eµ − Eν )/~, where Eν with ν ∈ D− refers to the
ground state energy. We focus attention on the case where the energy
range of ∆µµ0 is sufficiently narrow so that the resonance conditions are
approximately the same for all states associated with D+ , greatly reducing
the number of possible optical excitation routes from D− to D+ .
In the 1 vs. N control scheme, one irradiates the system with two coherent
wavepackets that are well monochromatized, have nonoverlapping frequency
13

spectra, and are initially localized far away from the material system. To
account for these features, we use multimode creation operators a† [f ] to
describe the initial state %R (−∞) of the radiation field. In particular, we
focus on pure states of light and define %R (−∞) = |χihχ| with
 
 
|χi = g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci .
(18)
Here g1 , g2 are two smooth functions that characterize the photon statistics
of the wavepackets. The operator a† [f ] differs from the photon creation
operator a† (k, λ) insofar as the photon is not created exactly with wavevector
k and polarization λ, but with a spread in frequency, orientation and
polarization defined by a complex-valued photonic amplitude function f :
R
P
a† [f ] = dk λ f (k, λ) a† (k, λ).
(19)
The operator a† [f ] and its hermitian adjoint, a[f ], allow for an elegant
description of pulses with realistic spectral profiles. The amplitude functions
f1 and f2 in Eq. (18) in have disjoint supports, and thus the multimode
operators a[f1 ] and a† [f2 ] commute. Specifically,


a[f1 ], a† [f2 ] = (f1 , f2 ) = 0,
(20)
where (f1 , f2 ) is a scalar product,
R
P
(f1 , f2 ) = dk λ f1∗ (k, λ) f2 (k, λ).

(21)

 
In Eq. (18), the gi are functions of a† fˆi , where fˆi = fi /kfi k with kfi k =
p
(fi , fi ). Normalization of |χi requires
∞
X
1 (n)
gi (0)
n!
n=0
(n)

2

= 1,

(22)

where gi (0) denotes the nth derivative of gi (x) evaluated at x = 0. The
introduction of the functions gi allows for a solution of the scattering
problem that is universal with respect to the photon statistics of the initial
wavepackets. For example, to obtain the result √
for an initially sharply
defined number of photons ni , we set gi (x) = xni / ni !. Alternatively,
for

coherent states of light, we choose gi (x) = exp kfi kx − kfi k2 /2 , where kfi k
is the absolute value of the amplitude
 of
√ the coherent state. Analogously,
setting gi (x) = exp − tanh(ρi )x2 /2 / cosh ρi gives a squeezed vacuum
state with quadrature fluctuations exp(−2ρi ) and exp(2ρi ) for arbitrary ρi
[88].
As noted above, we assume that the energies of the incoming wavepackets
are narrowly clustered around integer multiples of ∆µν in energy between
the material asymptotic in- (|νi, ν ∈ D− ) and the asymptotic out-states
(|µi, µ ∈ D+ ). In particular, f1 is concentrated around ∆µν /(N ~), whereas
14

f2 is concentrated around ∆µν /~. For this scenario, we show in Appendix
A that within perturbation theory the longtime limit of the total density
operator projected on the sector D+ of interesting scattering outcomes is
Z
Z
X
1X X 0
%̃(∞) =
dµ
dµ |µihµ0 | ⊗
pν
p̃
D+

ν∈D−

D+

n  
 
× T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) T1∗ fˆ2 (µ0 , ν)
 
 
+T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) TN∗ fˆ1 (µ0 , ν)
 
 
+TN fˆ1 (µ, ν) T1∗ fˆ2 (µ0 , ν)
 
 
+TN fˆ1 (µ, ν) TN∗ fˆ1 (µ0 , ν)

χ̃1 χ̃1
χ̃1 χ̃N
χ̃N

χ̃1

χ̃N

χ̃N

o
, (23)

where
  (1)  
χ̃1 = g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci,
 
 
(N )
χ̃N = g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci
are the final (nonnormalized) states of radiation and
R
P
p̃ = D+ dµ Tr[(|µihµ| ⊗ 1R )%(∞)]

(24a)
(24b)

(25)

is the probability of any interesting scattering event to occur. The identity
operator 1R on the continuous multimode Fock space is
1R =

Z
∞
X
X Z
X
1
dk1
· · · dk2
a† (k1 , λ1 ) · · · a† (kn , λn )|vaci
n!
n=0
λ1

λ2

× hvac|a(k1 , λ1 ) · · · a(kn , λn ). (26)
R
P

The symbol denotes summation over all discrete states and integration
over all continuum states associated with D+ .
The 1- and the N -photon transition amplitudes are shown in App. A to
be given by
 
T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) = −2πi

Z
dk

X

δ[∆νµ + ~ω(k)] fˆ2 (k, λ) (−i)~E(k)

λ

× hµ|d|νi · ε̂(k, λ) (27a)
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and
 
TN fˆ1 (µ, ν) = −2πi

Z
dk1

X

Z
···

λ1

dkN

X 

PN
δ ∆νµ + i=1 ~ω(ki )
λN

× fˆ1 (k1 , λ1 ) (−i)~E(k1 ) · · · fˆ1 (kN , λN ) (−i)~E(kN )

Z
X
D+

×

dξ1 · · ·

Z
X

dξN −1

D+

hµ|d|ξ1 i · ε̂(k1 , λ1 ) hξ1 |d|ξ2 i · ε̂(k2 , λ2 ) · · · hξN −1 |d|νi · ε̂(kN , λN )


,
∆ξ2 ξ1 + ~ω(k2 ) + i0 · · · ∆νξN −1 + ~ω(kN ) + i0
(27b)

respectively, where the transition amplitudes are complex-valued functionals
of the photonic amplitude functions fˆi . The quantum resonance condition is
contained within T1 and TN through the δ-kernels. Specifically, for T1 , the
kernel extracts a single frequency component from the amplitude function
fˆ2 . For TN , the kernel is nonzero for fˆ1 sharply peaked on the wave number
shell with radius ∆νµ /~cN .
Note first that the first and the last term in the braces, {· · · }, in Eq. (23)
describes excitation processes caused by either of the two incoming wavepackets, contributions corresponding to the individual nonlinear responses O1
and O2 discussed in Sec. 1.3. Second, the terms in the second line of Eq. (23)
are “cross contributions”, containing both the single-photon transition amplitude T1 and the N -photon transition amplitude TN . They are contributions
that contain coherences between the two possible final states of the radiation
field |χ̃1 i and |χ̃N i, which arise when the material target state is reached
via either a 1- or N -photon process. For the focus on coherent control,
these cross terms are the more relevant, having been interpreted as occurring due to the interference between the processes described by the ladder
contributions. It is usually argued that these processes interfere because
they simultaneously couple the same initial and final states [1, 3], a role
analogous to the one played by the joint contributions term O − O1 − O2
[cf. Eq. (5), Sec. 1.3]. Finally, note that Eq. (23) can take the form of an
entangled state of the radiation field and the matter, an issue discussed
below.

2.2

Dichotomous Material Observables

In general, the objective is to control population transfer to a final region
D+ so that material eigenstates with a desired property are populated in
preference to other undesired states. Here we define a material observable,
M , that labels material eigenstates as either desired (with label +1) or
undesired (with label −1). The role of control is then to maximize the
expectation value hM i = Tr[(M ⊗ 1R )%̃(∞)] of M . We define M in the
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following general but implicit way:
Z
X X
X
dµ |ηµihηµ|.
η
η 12 (1 + ηM ) =
M=

(28)

η=±1

η=±1

The states |ηµi are defined in terms of both M and the eigenstates |µi of
the material Hamiltonian HM ,
|ηµi = 12 (1 + ηM )|µi = 12 (1 + ηMµ )|µi = δηMµ |µi

(29)

with Mµ = ±1 fixed and hηµ|η 0 µ0 i = δηη0 δµµ0 δηMµ . Since M has only two
eigenvalues Mµ = ±1, it is termed a “dichotomous” observable. In particular,
M is sensitive only to whether a state is desired or undesired; it remains
completely ignorant about all other properties of the material system.
The above definition of M conveniently assures that (i) M is dichotomous,
i.e., measuring M (on a single realization of the system) yields one of two
possible outcomes: either +1 or −1; (ii) M is diagonal in the basis {|µi}
and thus commutes with the Hamiltonian HM , hµ|M |µ0 i = Mµ δµµ0 with
Mµ = ±1; and (iii) M is its own inverse, M 2 = 1. Effectively, in defining M ,
we assign a pseudospin label, Mµ = +1 or −1, to every material eigenstate
|µi. Hence, the pseudospin label admits a decomposition of the material
Hilbert space HM into two subspaces: the subspace of states that are
superpositions of material eigenstates with label +1 and those states that are
linear combinations of eigenstates labelled −1, and HM = HM,+1 ⊕ HM,−1 .
In the case of control, this will divide the product space into states associated
with desired properties, and those which are not.
The definition of M is more intuitive when the controlled physical
property can only have one of two possible outcomes. An example is the
coherent control of a single-electron spin, whose polarization against any
chosen observation axis can have only two values, a case focussed upon in
Sec. 7. In the absence of spin-orbit interaction, the spin observable commutes
with HM , and the system is described by a two-dimensional Hilbert space.
Therefore, the direct sum decomposition into subspaces HM,+1 , HM,−1
of positive and negative spin is equivalent to a direct product of the twodimensional spin Hilbert space and the Hilbert space of the remainder of
the material system.
Below, we use these dichotomous labels to define both initial and final
states of the scattering problem.

2.3

The Coherent Control Interferometer for 1 vs. N

Given this formalism, we are ready to define the coherent control interferometer (CCI). Conceptually, it is borrowed from the optical MZI, shown
schematically in Fig. 1, and the approach constitutes a significant reformulation of multichannel scattering theory [89]. Like an MZI, the CCI has two
input ports, two output ports, and two path alternatives.
17
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A

B

Figure 1: (color online) In an optical MZI, two incoming beams of light are
first split at a half-transparent mirror, BS, into two spatially well-separated
daughter beams, A and B, then allowed to accumulate a mutual phase shift
φ, and eventually recombined by another half-transparent mirror, BM. At
the two output ports of the MZI, detectors measure the intensity of the
outgoing light. Observed is an oscillation of the intensity with the phase
shift φ. In units of the background intensity, this ‘fringe pattern’ is, ideally,
equal to (1 ± cos φ)/2.

DC

1

C1
E

D

1

C1

Figure 2: Schematic of the proposed coherent control interferometer (CCI).
Shown are the sets D− and D+ as well as the CCI’s input and output ports.
The hyperplane separates the regions HM,+1 and HM,−1 .
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The dichotomous observable M allows us to directly define the input
ports of the CCI, identified with labels ±1, cf. Fig. 2. The input port σ
is said to be occupied if the material system is prepared with population
in the state |σνi. To formalize this, we redefine the initial state %M (−∞)
[originally introduced in Eq. (8) on page 12] as
X
X
pσ
P
%M (−∞) =
|σνihσν|
(30)
ν∈D− δMν σ
σ=±1
ν∈D−

P
with p+1 +p−1 = 1. The normalization factor in the denominator, ν∈D− δMν σ ,
counts the number of states |νi with quantum numbers ν ∈ D− that are
labeled with σ. If, for instance, the ground state is spin- 12 , and M measures
(2/~ times the) spin quantum-number, then that count is 1 for each of
σ = +1 and −1. Accordingly, Eq. (30) reduces to an incoherent sum of
the two ground state spin orientations. This leaves us with an initial state
%M (−∞)
P far simpler than our original definition (8). In cases with a larger
count, ν∈D− δMν σ > 1, our new initial state (30) is still simpler than the
original (8), since the populations pσν of all states |σνi with ν ∈ D− and
fixed σ will be the same, i.e.
pσ

pσν = P

ν 0 ∈D−

δMν 0 σ

(31)

is independent of ν.
Turning now to the output ports of the CCI, and incorporating the
changes made to the initial state %M (−∞), the state %̃(∞) is given by
%̃(∞) = p̃−1

X

pσ

X
P

ν∈D−

η,η 0 =±1 σ=±1

×

X

δMν σ

1
N
ψ̃η,σν
χ̃1 + ψ̃η,σν
χ̃N



ψ̃η10 ,σν χ̃1 + ψ̃ηN0 ,σν χ̃N



,

ν∈D−

(32)
where
1
ψ̃η,σν

=

Z
X

 
dµ T1 fˆ2 (ηµ, σν)|ηµi

(33a)

 
dµ δMµ η δMν σ T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν)|ηµi

(33b)

 
dµ TN fˆ1 (ηµ, σν)|ηµi

(33c)

 
dµ δMµ η δMν σ TN fˆ1 (µ, ν)|ηµi

(33d)

D+

=

Z
X
D+

and
N
ψ̃η,σν
=

=

Z
X
D+
Z
X
D+
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1
N
where both ψ̃η,σν
and ψ̃η,σν
are not normalized. Here the subscript
η = ±1 denotes the value of M of the final state, and the σ = ±1 subscript
denotes the M value of the
state ν. Below, we only refer to the labeled
 initial

transition amplitudes Ti fˆj (ηµ, σν) defined in Eq. (33d). The definition
of the CCI is completed by the following identifications. First, the final
labels η = ±1 are the output ports and, second, the population statistics in
these product channels are interference patterns. Specifically, if we measure
the observable M and sort the measurement events into two subensembles
according to the measurement outcome η, then, following our convention,
the interference pattern of the output port η is encoded in the expectation
value
X
X
pσ
−1
1
1
1
P
ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν
χ̃1 χ̃1
2 (1 + ηM ) = p̃
δ
M
σ
ν
ν∈D
−
σ=±1
ν∈D−

1
N
1 N
N
1
N
N
N
+ ψ̃η,σν ψ̃η,σν χ̃ χ̃ + ψ̃η,σν ψ̃η,σν χ̃ χ̃1 + ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν
χ̃N χ̃N ,

(34)
where
p̃ =

pσ

X X
P
η=±1 σ=±1

+

1
ψ̃η,σν

N
ψ̃η,σν

1

ν∈D−

χ̃ χ̃

N

X
δMν σ

+

1
1
ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν

χ̃1 χ̃1

ν∈D−

N
ψ̃η,σν

1
ψ̃η,σν

N
N
χ̃N χ̃1 + ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν

χ̃N χ̃N


(35)

is the total probability of detection. Note that we can only speak of an
interference, or fringe pattern, if this expectation value is nonadditively
dependent on the phase of the field components. In turn, non-additivity and
phase-dependency can only originate from the cross terms, which depend
on both transition amplitudes (T1 and T
 N ) contained in the respective
1
N
final material states ψ̃η,σν
and ψ̃η,σν
, as well as the overlaps of both

1
N
final radiation states χ̃ and χ̃
. If these states are perfectly dis1
N
ψ̃η,σν
tinguishable, i.e. ψ̃η,σν
or χ̃1 χ̃N = 0, the cross terms vanish
and the output statistics are additive and phase-independent. If, on the
1
N
contrary, these overlaps are both finite, then the coherences ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν
and χ̃1 χ̃N impart the phase difference of the excitation pathways on the
expectation value 21 (1 + ηM ) . In the CCI, this phenomenon is akin to
interference and is synonymous with phase control. These observations will
be useful in the next section, where we define the particle and the wave
property in the context of the CCI, a prerequisite for studying wave-particle
complementarity.
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Figure 3: (color online) Mach-Zehnder interferometer in the open configuration with missing beam merger. The beams are mapped one-to-one into the
detector ports. No interference pattern is measured.

3

Path Distinguishability

Central to quantum interference is the complementarity of particles and
waves. In both, the Young double-slit (YDS) experiment and the MZI,
the distinction between a wave and a particle is intuitive and elementary.
Moreover, in these standard devices, interference is tangible in that it is
macroscopic and occurs in free space. By contrast, it is by no means obvious
how waves and particles manifest in the abstract context of the CCI. In
order to show that wave- and particle-like behavior can be demonstrated in
the CCI, as in a YDS or an MZI, it is necessary to clarify the notion of each
such behavior. To this end we consider two particular CCI configurations,
the closed and the open configuration, that allow an explicit identification
of wave- and particle-like features.

3.1

The Open Interferometer Configuration: Particlelike Statistics

There exist versions of every two-path interference experiment in which it is
possible to obtain “welcher-weg” (i.e., which-way or which-path) information
about the object in the interferometer. By definition, complete welcher-weg
information (WWI) allows us to unambiguously predict or trace the path of
the object from input to output. For example, in the single-photon YDS
experiment, it is possible to determine which slit a photon has passed through
by replacing the screen with a pair of telescopes that focus on each slit [90].
Similarly, in a YDS experiment with single electrons, WWI is obtainable by
placing the electron counter close to one of the slits [91]. Further, WWI is
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Figure 4: Sketch of the output port populations 12 (1 + ηM ) , η = ±1,
of the coherent control interferometer (CCI) in the open configuration
o. Interference is absent. An identical pattern is produced by the open
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) shown in Fig. 3.
trivially available for an MZI with the beam merger removed [77] as depicted
in Fig. 3. In these alternative experimental arrangements, interference is
absent. Rather, the welcher-weg measurement assigns classical alternatives
to the object in the interferometer and the resultant classical alternatives
do not interfere. Interference occurs only if the path of the object through
the interferometer cannot be fully inferred, even in principle.
According to the definition of the CCI, interference fringes are manifest in
the phase sensitivity of the population statistics of material eigenstates |ηµi
that carry a particular label, η = Mµ = ±1. By convention, the statistical
fringe pattern emerges from counting the fraction of measurement events
with outcome +1 or −1 in many repeated measurements, and by varying
the phase relationship of the two incoming wavepackets. The analysis of the
preceding Sec. 2.3 shows that the fringe pattern can only be observed if the
1
N
states ψ̃η,σν
χ̃1 and ψ̃η,σν
χ̃N are not orthogonal. Individually, these
quantum states describe the final state of the system reaching the output
port η from the input port σ in one of the following two photoexcitation
events:
A, a first-order transition process fed by the second field component,
(f2 , g2 ), that is concentrated around the frequencies ∆µν /~, where µ
is in the domain D+ and ν in D− , or
B, an N th -order transition driven by the first field component, (f1 , g1 ),
with central frequency approximating ∆µν /~N , where N = 2, 3, . . . .
Therefore, according to this quantum description, distinguishing the final
1
N
states ψ̃η,σν
χ̃1 and ψ̃η,σν
χ̃N is equivalent to distinguishing the excitation processes, the consequence of which is then the absence of interference,
Fig. 4. This conclusion is in full agreement with the ‘general principle of
coherent control’ as originally stated [1]:
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“The general principle of coherent control is to coherently drive
a state with phase coherence through multiple, coherent, indistinguishable, optical excitation routes to the same final state in
order to allow for the possibility of control.”
However, for this procedure to be rigorously analogous to the interference
between binary paths in a YDS, it is necessary that these excitation routes
constitute genuine binary path alternatives. To show that this is the case,
we first have to verify that, classically, the excitation processes are mutually
exclusive. In the case of the YDS, the mutual exclusivity of a classical
particle passing through the first or the second slit is obvious. Further,
if we took an electron—a quantum particle—and let it pass through a
YDS, we could first make, and then falsify, the classical proposition that
the electron is either going through one or the other slit [91]. In the case
of the CCI this is much less clear. First, the processes A and B do not
constitute a path qubit, i.e., a two-state quantum path degree of freedom
with a mathematical structure of a spin- 12 . This is different for the YDS
and most other two-path interferometers in use, since these have a path
qubit [92]. For instance, in order to model the kinematics of interference in
a YDS, the path alternatives can be described by two orthonormal state
vectors, |Ai and |Bi, that symbolize the amplitudes of slit A and slit B
[93, 94]. However, such a description does not lend itself immediately to the
case of the CCI. We address this issue in greater detail in the next section
(Sec. 3.2).
The second complication of the CCI is that, due to the finite nature of ~,
the material system may evolve on paths for which a classical analog does
not exist. If this is the case, then there is no classical concept of what one
should expect to occur. In order to mitigate this latter issue, we can invoke
the principle of complementarity that gives meaning to “classical mutual
exclusivity” ’. According to the principle, every measurement outcome must
be interpreted in classical terms. Thus, classical mutual exclusivity means
that there has to be a measurement that distinguishes the photoexcitation
processes and guarantees that only one process is executed. Such measurements indeed exist. As a trivial example (non-trivial examples are discussed
in Sec. 4) consider a scenario in which, starting from the input port σ = +1,
the output port η = +1 can only be reached by process A and the port
η = −1 only by B (and vice versa for σ = −1) i.e.
 
T1 fˆ2 (ηµ, σν) ∝ δη,−σ ,
(36a)
 
ˆ
TN f1 (ηµ, σν) ∝ δη,σ
(36b)
This is the case shown in Fig. 5. It is analogous to the MZI configuration
shown in Fig. 3. In this highly simplified scenario, measuring the observable
M amounts to discriminating between the transition processes A and B.
Moreover, one would always find that only one of them is chosen, since
measurements on quantum systems always have a single outcome. Classically,
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Figure 5: (color online) A trivially open CCI. Solid: process A. Dashed:
process B.
it would then only be conceivable that the state %̃(∞) is reached by one
process at a time, not by both. By this paradigm, A and B are indeed
mutually exclusive.
Second, we also have to verify the completeness (i.e., there are only
these two paths) as well as the unidirectionality of the processes. In the
cases of the YDS and the MZI, we have a clear and strict order of events:
there are only two pathways from injection to detection, and these are
traversed exactly once. In the CCI, a violation of unidirectionality can come
about through higher order effects such as multiphoton processes. However,
these are typically orders of magnitude smaller than processes A and B.
By neglecting such higher order effects, the conditions of completeness and
unidirectionality are met.
The conclusion is that, from a classical perspective, processes A and
B are indeed binary path alternatives. Furthermore, there is only one
relevant phase that occurs between the pathways: the phase of the co1
N
herence ψ̃η,σν
ψ̃η,σν
χ̃1 χ̃N . If the photoexcitation pathways are fully
distinguishable, then the principle of complementarity dictates that the
controllability of η (i.e. the contrast of the statistical fringe pattern in the
output port η) is zero. This is the same interpretation that is used to
understand similar circumstances with photons in the YDS or an MZI. If
the configuration of the interferometer is such that it is possible to say with
certainty on which spatial path—upper or lower slit, left or right arm—the
photon wavepacket reaches the detector, then a fringe pattern does not
appear. Hence, the output port statistics from repeated measurements
would indicate a particle-like character of the photon. Indeed, like a particle,
the photon is traveling only on one path instead of two. Similarly, in the
absence of interference fringes in the CCI, we speak of particle-like statistics
of the output port populations. That does not imply that we regard a
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Figure 6: Sketch of the output port populations 12 (1 + ηM ) , η = ±1, of
the coherent control interferometer (CCI) in the closed configuration c. The
interference contrast is maximal on both ports. An analogous pattern is
produced by the closed Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) shown in Fig. 1.
particle as being responsible for the statistics; rather, the conclusion is that
the statistics are akin to those of a classical particle traversing a YDS. This
is the case since, in a nondeterministic and probabilistic theory such as
quantum mechanics, it is only meaningful to base the notion of a particle
on observed statistics.
Particle-like statistics can have a number of different causes, not all
of which are profound. For example, an interference pattern could simply
be washed out due to imperfections in the measurement. It is also easily
possible to falsely identify particle behavior, since an interference pattern
requires a statistically large number of measurements. However, of the
physical causes of particle-like statistics, the most fundamental one is the
distinguishability of path alternatives, the WWI. In general, it is enough
that WWI can be acquired in principle for a quantum system to display
particle-like statistics; it is of no consequence if this measurement cannot
be done in practice.
We call an interferometer “open” when it is possible to trace paths, and
use the symbol o to denote the open interferometer configuration.

3.2

The Closed Interferometer Configuration: Wavelike Statistics

In quantum mechanics, wave and particle behavior are classical alternatives
that are realized in complementary measurements; they are not intrinsic
properties of a system. The measurement scheme that demonstrates the
wave property of a quantum system is provided by the closed interferometer
configuration, denoted c. It is characterized by a complete absence of
WWI; it is the standard configuration of any two-path interferometer,
and it maximizes the amount of observed interference. It is also the the
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Figure 7: A closed CCI. Solid: process A. Dashed: process B.
configuration that adheres most to the general principle of coherent control,
as stated on page 23. That is, in a closed CCI it is impossible to identify
the excitation process by which the output port η was reached and, as such,
it displays maximal controllability over η.
To illustrate, consider the model case in which the transition amplitudes
of the processes A and B are each unbiased with respect to the label η, that
is where
 
 
T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = T1 fˆ2 (−1µ, σν),
(37a)
 
 
TN fˆ1 (+1µ, σν) = −TN fˆ1 (−1µ, σν)
(37b)
for all µ ∈ D+ , ν ∈ D− , and σ = ±1. If Eqs. (37) hold, then it is
straightforward to show that the final state %̃(∞) can be written as
%̃(∞) = 2 p̃−1

pσ

X
P

×

δMν σ

†  1
N
R π4
ψ̃+1,σν χ̃1 + ψ̃−1,σν
χ̃N
ν∈D−

σ=±1

X
ν∈D−

×



1
N
χ̃1 + ψ̃−1,σν
χ̃N
ψ̃+1,σν



R

π
4



(38a)

with
p̃ = 2

pσ

X

σ=±1

P

ν∈D−

X
δMν σ

1
1
ψ̃+1,σν
ψ̃+1,σν

χ̃1 χ̃1

ν∈D−
N
N
+ ψ̃−1,σν
ψ̃−1,σν

χ̃N χ̃N

and where R(ζ) denotes the unitary transformation
P

R
R(ζ) = exp dµ (ζ|+1µih−1µ| − ζ ∗ |−1µih+1µ|) .
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, (38b)

(39)

Consider, in Eq. (38a), the terms bracketed by the rotations R. Interestingly,
√
they take a form analogous to the superposition (|Ai + |Bi)/ 2 of path
states |Ai and |Bi that corresponds to the intermediate stage of a two-path
interferometer [92, 93], e.g., the stage between the beam splitter and the
beam merger in a MZI, as shown in Fig. 1. In fact, from this perspective
1
N
the states ψ̃+1,σν
and ψ̃−1,σν
assume the role of path states for the CCI.
To make the argument clearer, we temporarily assume that χ̃1 and χ̃N
are proportional to one another, i.e. that
α−1 χ̃1 = β −1 χ̃N = |χ̃i

(40)

with some α, β ∈ C and the state |χ̃i for which hχ̃|χ̃i = 1. We can then say
that an intermediate effect of the light-matter interaction is to transform the
initial state |σνi|χi (with |χi from Eq. (18) on page 14) into the superposition

E
E
1
N
α ψ̃+1,σν
+ β ψ̃−1,σν
|χ̃i.
(41)
This state factorizes into a material and a radiative component. Here we
are particularly interested in the material component. Looking at the above
equation it appears that, as with common two-path interferometers, the
routes through the CCI are characterized by the state of the system at the
intermediate stage, cf. Fig. 7. In the positively labeled way, characterized by
1
ψ̃+1,σν
, the excitation happens through process A, whereas, in the negaN
tively labeled way, characterized by ψ̃−1,σν
, the excitation occurs through
1
N
process B. Since ψ̃+1,σν ψ̃−1,σν = 0, these are the binary alternatives in
all CCIs that fulfill Eqs. (37). According to Eq. (38a), these alternatives
are subsequently brought into interference by the rotation R—that is the
effect of the light-matter interaction. In this view, this operation plays a
role analogous to the beam merger in a MZI. In fact, for
Z

1 X
R π4 = √
dµ |+1µih+1µ| + |+1µih−1µ|
2

−|−1µih+1µ| + |−1µih−1µ| ,
(42)

the action of the operator R π4 is equivalent, barring phase shifts introduced
by reflections at the mirror, to the transformation between the single-photon
input and output modes of a half-transparent mirror comprising the MZI’s
beam merger (BM in Fig. 1).
In the perfectly symmetric interferometer [i.e., given by Eq. (37) above],
one cannot make an educated guess about which of the processes, A or
B, will be realized. Such a prediction would be correct in only half of the
cases. By contrast, in asymmetric interferometers, where there is a bias
with respect to the label η, the accuracy of a welcher-weg guess depends
on the amount of a priori WWI. In the following, we assume that only one
CCI input port is populated, i.e., we fix σ and set pσ = 1, p−σ = 0. In this
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case,
w+1 =

Z
X

=P

dµ +1µ R
P

ν∈D−

π
4



%̃M (∞)R

ν∈D− |α|

2


π †
4

+1µ

(43)

1
1
ψ̃+1,σν
ψ̃+1,σν
2

2

N
1
N
1
ψ̃−1,σν
ψ̃+1,σν
+ |β| ψ̃−1,σν
|α| ψ̃+1,σν



(44)

is the a priori probability that the CCI executes process A, and w−1 =
1 − w+1 is the a priori probability of process B. In Eq. (43), %̃M (∞) is the
reduced density matrix of the material system, %̃M (∞) = TrR %̃(∞). The
amount of a priori WWI is given by the predictability P of the alternatives:
P = |w+1 − w−1 |.

(45)

It states that, of all educated guesses made, (at least) the fraction (1 + P)/2
will be correct. If the CCI is biased completely towards one excitation
process—as it is the case in the open configuration discussed above—, then
P = 1, and all educated guesses will be 100% accurate.
Maximum interference contrast requires a symmetric CCI with P = 0,
i.e. a CCI with equally likely a priori path alternatives. To see this, we
compute the output port statistics, which reduce to


P
1
N
η ν∈D− Re αβ ∗ ψ̃+1,σν
ψ̃+1,σν
1
1
.
2
2
2 (1 + ηM ) = 2 + P
1
1
N
N
ν∈D− |α| ψ̃+1,σν ψ̃+1,σν + |β| ψ̃−1,σν ψ̃−1,σν
(46)
If we additionally examine the case in which
 



 
|α| T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = exp −iγ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ) |β| TN fˆ1 (+1µ, σν)
(47a)
and
 
 
α T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = e−iφ β TN fˆ1 (+1µ, σν)
(47b)
for all µ ∈ D+ and ν ∈ D− , then the predictability vanishes, P = 0, and
Eq. (46) becomes

1
1
(48)
2 (1 + ηM ) = 2 1 + η cos(φ + γ)].
This simplification results because, by assumption, Eqs. (47) hold for all
transition amplitudes, regardless of the values of µ and ν. This allows us in
Eq. (48) to eliminate the incoherent sum over ν.
The phases γ and φ in Eq. (48) are assumed to be independent of both
µ and ν. Indeed, γ and φ are the primary control parameters of the CCI
and, in the following, are assumed to be arbitrarily variable.
The first phase,


γ = γ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ),
(49)
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is sensitive to both material and radiative properties. For example, if the
amplitude functions of the incident radiation were to gain additional phase
factors, i.e., if we applied the map
Φi : fˆi →
7 eiϕi fˆi

(50)

with −π < ϕi ≤ π, then γ would transform as γ 7→ γ + N ϕ1 − ϕ2 .
On the other hand, the second phase, φ, is sensitive only to the properties
of the radiation field. It characterizes the phase relationship between the
two outgoing radiation states χ̃1 and χ̃N ,
φ = Arg χ̃1 χ̃N
(51a)
(∞
)
∞
h
i
h
i
X 1 (n)
X 1 (1+m)
∗
∗
(N +n)
(m)
= Arg
(0)
g1 (0) g1
g2
(0) g2 (0) (51b)
n!
m!
n=0
m=0
= φ[g1 , g2 ].

(51c)

Thus φ can have a value different from 0 or π only if g1 or g2 are complex.
For example, for given real gi , we can make the transformation gi 7→ gi ◦ Φi .
Then φ transforms according to φ 7→ φ + N ϕ1 − ϕ2 .
Let us now go back to Eq. (48). This expectation value describes
interference fringes with maximum contrast, as can be seen from the value
of the fringe visibility V, that, following Michelson’s definition [88], is
V=

maxγ,φ
maxγ,φ

1
2 (1
1
2 (1

+ ηM ) − minγ,φ
+ ηM ) + minγ,φ

1
2 (1
1
2 (1

+ ηM )
= 1.
+ ηM )

(52)

For general, unbiased CCIs [those for which Eqs. (37) hold], the fringe
visibility can also be computed directly from Eq. (38a) by using
Z
X

†
V=2
dµ +1µ R π4 %̃M (∞)R π4 −1µ .
(53)
For any two-path interferometer, it can further be shown [95–99] that
the complementarity between wave and particle behavior is quantitatively
manifest in the duality relation
V2 + P2 ≤ 1.

(54)

That is, the contrast of the interference pattern (given by V) is bounded
by the amount of WWI (given by P) that is a priori available, and solely
due to the asymmetry of the interferometer. The inequality also states that
full particle statistics with absolute welcher-weg knowledge (as in the open
configuration o) as well as wavelike statistics with truly indistinguishable
path alternatives (as in the closed configuration c) are idealized cases.
Quantum mechanics allows a system to display either one of those ideal
properties; however, the standard case is a blend of the two that fits into
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neither classical concept of wave or particle [93]. Hence, as quantified in the
duality relation, it is possible to have limited a priori WWI (increasing the
accuracy of welcher-weg predictions) and simultaneously observe interference
with a reduced contrast.
This concludes the introduction of the closed CCI configuration, in which
we can fully control the population of the CCI’s output ports. It is the
control scheme that allows one to demonstrate wavelike behavior of the
output statistics; they are fully analogous to the measurement statistics of
a classical wave passing through a YDS.
One comment is in order. The open and the closed configuration (and
thus the wave and the particle property) are defined here with respect to
measurements in the eigenbasis of the material Hamiltonian HM , particularly, a measurement of the dichotomous observable M as specified by
Eq. (28). In general, however, wave- and particle-like statistics are basis
dependent. It is easy to show that there exists another basis in which the
wave- and the particle-like behavior are interchanged, i.e., the eigenbasis of
†

the observable R π4 M R π4 . Notwithstanding, in the setting of coherent
control, the material eigenbasis is the preferred basis.

4

Quantum Erasure Coherent Control

Our goal is to create scenarios in which genuine, nontrivial features of
quantum interference are the origin of coherent phase control. As a first
scenario of this kind we propose a generalized coherent phase control scenario
based on quantum erasure, in which quantum entanglement and nonclassical
correlations play a role. This provides a measurement scheme by which
an open configuration can be transformed into a closed configuration in a
nontrivial way in order to probe and verify the nonclassicality of the scenario.
We follow up on this aspect in Sec. 4.4.

4.1

Welcher-Weg Marking And Nontrivial CCI Configurations

The duality relation V2 + P2 ≤ 1 provides a quantitative measure of the
fact that any a priori WWI (as specified by the asymmetry P of the CCI)
must cause a loss of interference contrast V in the measurement statistics of
the output ports. A second source of WWI may be found in other degrees
of freedom that are part of the material system or of the radiation field. We
will now deal with them in greater detail—with a special focus on the role
of the radiation.
The process by which degrees of freedom acquire WWI is called “welcherweg marking” (WWM). The degrees of freedom involved in WWM, commonly
referred to as the welcher-weg marker, can be understood in terms of
observation and measurement, and is linked to an outward flow of information
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from the path degree of freedom to the marker. In general, this flow is
mediated by an entangling interaction, that is, the monitoring of the path
degree of freedom by the marker creates an entangled state, in which the
path degree of freedom and marker are in a quantum superposition. This
being the case, one cannot ascribe realistic properties to either of the
two parties; the properties of the first system depend on the choice of
measurement performed on the second inasmuch as the state of the second
system is determined by the observable being measured on the first. In the
context of two-path interference, these quantum correlations can result in
the distinguishability of path alternatives, if they correspond to a recording
of WWI. According to the complementarity principle, this would lead to a
reduction of interference contrast.
Consider then the role of entanglement and WWM in our agenda. A
coherent control scenario in which both entanglement and WWM participate
could be properly classified as quantum coherent control. Below we utilize
the CCI to develop such a model scenario, starting with a CCI with unbiased
transition amplitudes [with respect to the output ports, cf. Eq. (37)] and
populating just one of the two input ports. That is, we set pσ = 1 for
σ = +1 or σ = −1. The final state of the total system is then
%̃(∞) = P

ν∈D−

×

1
ψ̃+1,σν

Xh

R

1
ψ̃+1,σν


π †
4

χ̃1

1
ψ̃+1,σν

1
N
N
χ̃1 + ψ̃−1,σν
ψ̃−1,σν

N
χ̃N
χ̃1 + ψ̃−1,σν

χ̃N χ̃N



ν∈D−

×


1
N
ψ̃+1,σν
χ̃1 + ψ̃−1,σν
χ̃N R

π
4

i

, (55)

where the sums over the quantum number ν are over the input domain
D− . In this expression, the path and radiation states are such that χ̃1
correlates with the path labeled +1, and χ̃N with the path −1. This
situation introduces a complication: the radiation field is not only driving
the dynamics, but it can additionally act as a welcher-weg marker. In the
setting of coherent control, however, these two roles conflict. Phase-sensitive
control relies on the indistinguishability of the pathways, but WWM can
inhibit the control by making the pathways distinguishable.
In conventional coherent control, we would simply measure M and
determine the output port populations 12 (1 + ηM ) with η = ±1. Such an
experiment would not provide any insight into the correlated nature of the
paths ±1 and the radiation, and hence into this quantum feature. In what
can be called an extended control experiment, we join the measurement
of M with a measurement of a radiation field observable OR . In this
case, correlations can have an impact, and they may be exploited to gain
such insight. In fact, given sufficient control over the field,1 two antithetic
measurement strategies are conceivable [94]: the “optimum welcher-weg
1 We

will not concern ourselves with the very details and practical experimental
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measurement” and quantum erasure. Both are useful for the agenda of
developing a fully quantum control scenario, and both are explained in
detail below. In the first, one tries to make the interferometer as open as
possible and to extract as much WWI as possible. Although this minimizes
the phase control—the strategy is in fact contrary to the general principle
of coherent control as quoted on page 23—, the procedure may still be
beneficial since the goal is to introduce quantum correlations. The second
strategy is quantum erasure, where one attempts to close the interferometer
as much as possible, which also gives as much phase control as possible. The
logic behind the choice between the two antithetic strategies is provided by
the nonclassical principle of complementarity. The existence of that choice
is a distinctive feature of the extended coherent control scheme.
We discuss these strategies below, emphasizing once again that our goal
is not to enhance the extent of control. Indeed, the closed configuration
is known to provide maximum control in this scenario, i.e., maximum
sensitivity to the value of the phase.
4.1.1

Welcher-Weg Measurements

In accord with Eq. (55), WWI may be acquired via a measurement OR on
the radiation field R that can distinguish χ̃1 and χ̃N —provided that
they are distinguishable to some degree. A measure of the acquired amount
of WWI is the welcher-weg knowledge K(OR ) which is always greater than
or equal to the predictability [Eq. (45)] P = K(1R ). Significantly, Ref. 94
proves that the duality relation V2 + P2 ≤ 1 can be generalized to the
duality relation
2

2

V(OR ) + K(OR ) ≤ 1,

(56)

where V(OR ) denotes the fringe visibility in the CCI’s output ports under
2
joint measurement of OR .2 For projective measurements, OR
= OR , K is
computable from




K(OR ) = R π4 † M R π4 OR + R π4 † M R π4 (1R − OR ) . (57)
The first term quantifies the knowledge Kclick obtained from measurement
events with the outcome 1 (i.e., detector clicks), whereas the second term
specifies the knowledge Kno−click gained from events with outcome 0 (no
requirements of such control, which are well enough discussed elsewhere [88, 100, 101].
However, we will discuss a realistic case of control in Sec. 4.3.
2 Note that, since there cannot be any measurement O
R that reduces the interference
contrast, we have V(OR ) ≥ V(1R ) = V and, further, an additional duality relation,
V2 + K(OR )2 ≤ 1, which is less strong than Eq. (56), but stronger than V2 + P2 ≤ 1.
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click). For the state (55), the knowledge amounts to
hχ̃1 |OR |χ̃1 i
hχ̃N |OR |χ̃N i
− w−1
1
1
hχ̃ |χ̃ i
hχ̃N |χ̃N i




hχ̃1 |OR |χ̃1 i
hχ̃N |OR |χ̃N i
+ w+1 1 −
. (58)
− w−1 1 −
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
hχ̃N |χ̃N i

K(OR ) = w+1

If we want to acquire a maximum of WWI (in order to realize a maximally
open CCI), we should not, however, restrict ourselves to projective measurements, which are, in general, not optimal. However, even without explicitly
finding the optimal measurement, we can still calculate the welcher-weg
knowledge it would provide. Specifically, the highest amount of WWI acquirable in any measurement of the field is determined by the radiative
distinguishability DR = supOR K(OR ) [94], given by [92]
DR = Tr

Z
X

dµ



+1µ R

π
4



%̃(∞)R


π †
4

− −1µ R

+1µ
π
4



%̃(∞)R


π †
4

−1µ



. (59)

√
where the trace of the norm is defined as Tr|X| = Tr X † X.
For the state (55), we find from Eq. (59) that the radiative distinguishability is
s
2
|hχ̃1 |χ̃N i|
(60)
DR = 1 − 4w+1 w−1 1 1 N N ,
hχ̃ |χ̃ ihχ̃ |χ̃ i
which becomes equal to P for indistinguishable, and unity for orthogonal,
radiative out-states, i.e., K(OR ) = DR = 1. With the latter, the paths are
fully distinguished,3 the duality relation Eq. (56) indicates the absence of
interference, V(OR ) = 0, giving the fully particle-like statistics of the open
CCI configuration o (Sec. 3.1). The optimum welcher-weg measurement
thus demonstrates the significance of correlations between the path and
the radiation field. The extent to which they are nonclassical is addressed
below.
4.1.2

Quantum Erasure

With the quantum erasure measurement scheme, we select a statistical
subensembles for which the path alternatives are indistinguishable. In doing so, we can recover maximum fringe contrast [92, 102–105] and thus
a maximum of phase control. What is remarkable about this is that the
3 If we failed to optimize the measurement, then, due to K(O ) ≥ P, we would be at
R
most as ignorant about the paths as without any welcher-weg measurement.
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phase control can originate entirely from a nontrivial quantum interference
effect. For quantum erasure to work, we again have to join the result of a
measurement of M with that of an optimally chosen OR . The largest attainable fringe contrast—and thus phase controllability—in such a procedure is
quantified by the radiative coherence CR = supOR V(OR ) [94], which is the
counterpart of the radiative distinguishability, DR , introduced above.
For an unbiased CCI, the radiative coherence is given by
Z
X

†
(61a)
CR = 2 Tr
dµ +1µ R π4 %̃(∞)R π4 −1µ
which, for the final state (55), reduces to
1
N
ν ψ̃+1,σν ψ̃+1,σν
1
1
ψ̃+1,σν
ψ̃+1,σν
χ̃1 χ̃1 +

P

CR = 2 P

ν

Tr χ̃1 χ̃N
N
N
ψ̃−1,σν
ψ̃−1,σν

χ̃N χ̃N

 (61b)

and, in the case of (at least slightly) distinguishable final radiative states,
|hχ̃1 |χ̃N i| > 0, to
p
CR = V

hχ̃1 |χ̃1 ihχ̃N |χ̃N i
.
|hχ̃1 |χ̃N i|

(61c)

If the final radiative states, χ̃1 and χ̃N , are indistinguishable (i.e., proportional to one another), then CR = V, and we cannot improve the control;
otherwise, we have CR > V. According to wave-particle complementarity
as quantified by the duality relation (56), succeeding to completely restore
the fringe contrast, V(OR ) = CR = 1, means to fully reverse the WWM,
K(OR ) = 0. This situation realizes the closed CCI configuration and thus
full phase control in an entirely nontrivial way.
The measurement strategies disussed here—optimum welcher-weg measurement, quantum erasure, and nonoptimum mixes thereof—will in general
deliver a blend of particle- and wavelike statistics, which goes beyond Bohr’s
original version of complementarity. Interestingly, it turns out that the
experimenter has a choice between measurement strategies even after detecting the output port event (i.e. after the “click”). In fact, when the choice
is made has no impact on the measurement statistics. This is the essence of
the delayed choice gedanken experiment [76, 106], whose relevance for the
demonstration of quantum coherent control is discussed in Sec. 5.

4.2

The Special Case of Symmetric CCIs

Below we derive optimum welcher-weg and quantum erasure measurements
for the case of a symmetric CCI. In this example, WWM involves only the
radiative degrees of freedom. For simplicity, we populate only one input
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port (i.e., pσ = 1 for either σ = −1 or 1), and assume unbiased transition
amplitudes, as defined in Eq. (37). Additionally, we stipulate that
p
 



hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = exp −iγ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ)
p
 
× hχ̃N |χ̃N i TN fˆ1 (+1µ, σν) (62)
for all µ ∈ D+ and ν ∈ D− , the same symmetry
condition as in Eq. (47a).

Note that, once again, the phase γ = γ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ) is independent of both
µ and ν. The CCI’s output port labels and the remaining material degrees
of freedom are therefore not correlated, excluding the latter from WWM.
With the above restrictions, the final state of the system becomes
%̃(∞) =

Z
X
D+

×R

dµ

Z
X
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π † 1
√
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hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i

− e |−1µi p

!

χ̃N

hχ̃N |χ̃N i
!
N
1
χ̃
χ̃
1
− e−iγ h−1µ0 | p
× √ h+1µ0 | p
R
2
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
hχ̃N |χ̃N i
2

π
4



. (63)

From this we find
s
P = 0,
V= p

DR =
χ̃1 χ̃N
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 ihχ̃N |χ̃N i

,

CR = 1.

2

1−

χ̃1 χ̃N
,
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 ihχ̃N |χ̃N i

(64a)
(64b)

Hence, these quantities “saturate” the duality relations with V2 +D2R = 1 and
C2R +P2 = 1. That is, the duality relations now provide a direct relationship,
as opposed to an inequality, between the quantities in Eq. (64b). Note that
since the duality relation (56) holds for all measurements OR , it specifically
holds for the measurements that maximize the acquired WWI, K(OR ) = DR ,
and restore the most fringe contrast, V(OR ) = CR , respectively [94, 99].
In order to find optimal measurements OR (for which either a maximum
of WWI is obtained, or full interference contrast is restored, respectively),
consider the ket in the second line of Eq. (63). This state almost looks like a
standard example of an entangled state [107], but the radiation states χ̃1
and χ̃N are in general nonorthogonal. However, there is an alternative
form of the ket that involves only orthogonal states [108], and is of great
value below. It reads
P p
λ± |±M i|±R i,
(65)
±
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where
1±V
,
2
† 1

|±M i = R π4 √ ±e−iφ |+1µi − eiγ |−1µi
2


φ+γ
−i(φ−γ)/2
= ±e
cos φ+γ
|±1µi
−
i
sin
|∓1µi
,
2
2
λ± =

(66a)

(66b)

and
χ̃N
χ̃1
1
+p
|±R i = p
±eiφ p
2 λ±
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
hχ̃N |χ̃N i

!
(66c)

with phase φ = Arg χ̃1 χ̃N as in Eq. (51). Here h±R |±R i = 1 and
h±R |∓R i = 0, whereas the states |+M i and |−M i are orthogonal, but in
general (e.g., continuum states) not normalized. Their dependence on µ
and σ is understood, though not explicitly stated.
Equationp(65) is similar to a Schmidt decomposition [57, 109], in which
the factors λ± would be referred to as the Schmidt coefficients. The
difference to a standard Schmidt decomposition is that the |±R i are improper
(unnormalizable) states. Despite this
p difference, we will refer to Eq. (65) as
a Schmidt decomposition and to λ± as the Schmidt coefficients.
If χ̃1 and χ̃N are linearly independent, then both Schmidt coefficients
are finite and the state (65) is entangled. In general, however, that does
not imply that %̃(∞) in Eq. (63) is entangled. That is, since it is a mixed
state, correlations may be classical. Here, however, %̃(∞) contains the
same entanglement as the state (65), if the remaining degrees of freedom
of the material system (everything except the labels ±1) are ignored.4
A quantitative measure of the entanglement strength is provided by the
concurrence c [57, 110]. For the case described here, it is given by
q

P
c = 2 1 − ± λ2±
(67a)
p
= 1 − V2 ,
(67b)
which varies smoothly from 0 for a product state, to 1, for a maximally
entangled state for which the Schmidt coefficients are equal. This can only
happen for fully distinguishable radiative out-states and hence vanishing
interference.
Here, in accord with Eqs. (64b) and (67), the distinguishability and the
concurrence seem to be equal, DR = c, which is an explicit statement that,
4 This is easily justifiable in the case in which the material Hilbert space has the
structure of a tensor product between a two-dimensional Hilbert space, H2 , for the CCI
port labels ±1 and another Hilbert space, H⊥2 , for the remaining degrees of freedom, such
that HM ⊗ HR = H⊥2 ⊗ H2 ⊗ HR . Then the state (63) admits a similar decomposition
into %̃⊥2 (∞) ⊗ %̃2⊗R (∞), where the mixed state %̃⊥2 (∞) is not correlated with anything
and %̃2⊗R (∞) is pure and entangled.
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in this example, the distinguishability is quantum and not the result of
classical correlations [111]. Below we discuss whether this provides sufficient
leverage for probing the nonclassicality of the scenario. To do so, we begin
by designing an optimum welcher-weg measurement.
4.2.1

An Optimum Welcher-Weg Measurement

It is only possible to obtain additional WWI through a measurement of the
radiation field if DR > 0. The acquired welcher-weg knowledge, K(OR ),
depends on the observable OR , and we can derive an optimum welcherweg observable for which K(OR ) = DR . For the symmetric CCI with
w+1 = w−1 = 12 examined here, it is
!
χ̃N χ̃N
χ̃1 χ̃1
1
OR = √
−
(68)
χ̃N χ̃N
χ̃1 χ̃1
1 − V2
−
±
which has an eigendecomposition OR = Π+
R − ΠR , where ΠR = (|+R i ±
|−R i)(h+R | ± h−R |)/2. Consequentially, the measurement of the ±1 eigenvalue reduces the state %̃(∞) to
X
† ± ED ±

%̃±
R π4 ψ̃σν
(69a)
ψ̃σν R π4
M (∞) =
ν

with
s
±
ψ̃σν

E

=

√
1 ∓ 1 − V2
1
e−iφ ψ̃+1,σν
P
1
1
2 ν 0 ψ̃+1,σν
0 ψ̃+1,σν 0
s
√
1 ± 1 − V2
+
P
N
N
2 ν 0 ψ̃−1,σν
0 ψ̃−1,σν 0

N
ψ̃−1,σν
. (69b)

For V → 0, these states becomes fully particle-like: %̃−
M (∞) describes the
state after excitation in a one-photon process, whereas %̃+
M (∞) describes
the result of N -photon excitation. According to Eq. (67b), V = 0 also
means c = 1, i.e. the quantum correlations described by the state %̃(∞) are
maximal. Successful extraction of full WWI therefore suggests a strong
nonclassicality to the scenario. However, as we shall see, that is not sufficient
to prove it.
4.2.2

An Optimum What-Phase Measurement

Consider the intricacies of the complementary quantum erasure scheme,
where phase control can emerge as a nontrivial quantum interference effect.
In Eq. (63), the final state %̃(∞) is written in a way that puts emphasis on
the particle-like property of the CCI labels. However, as shown above, an
equally valid description (or “as-if reality” [92, 112]) is in terms of the Schmidt
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decomposition (65), in which the material system is in a superposition of the
two wavelike states |±M i, one corresponding to fringes [|+M i, in conjunction
with the fringe marker state |+R i] and the other to antifringes [|−M i, with
the orthogonal antifringe marker state |−R i]. The goal of quantum erasure
is to realize one of these wavelike alternatives.
As an illustration, consider the joint measurement statistics of 12 (1 + ηM )
2 = O . Using the Schmidt
and some radiative projector OR with OR
R
decomposition (65), the statistics can be immediately obtained. On the one
hand, within the subensemble for which we measure the OR eigenvalue +1,
i.e., the subensemble of click events, we observe the output port statistics
1
2 (1M


+ ηM )OR
1
λ+
=
[1 + η cos(φ + γ)]h+R |OR |+R i
hOR i
hOR i 2
p
− λ+ λ− η sin(φ + γ) Imh+R |OR |−R i

λ−
+
[1 − η cos(φ + γ)]h−R |OR |−R i , (70a)
2
P
where hOR i = ± λ± h±R |OR |±R i is the weight of the subensemble. On
the other hand, for the subensemble to the eigenvalue 0—the no-click
subensemble—with
1
2 (1M


+ ηM )(1R − OR )
1
1
=
[1 + η V cos(φ + γ)]
1 − hOR i
1 − hOR i 2

1
− 2 (1M + ηM )OR . (70b)

Using Eq. (70a), it is easy to construct a projector OR that restores full
fringe visibility, V(OR ) = 1. Formally, a perfect choice is
OR = |+R ih+R |.

(71)

With this, the statistics of the click subensemble becomes
1
2 (1M

+ ηM )OR
1
= [1 + η cos(φ + γ)]
hOR i
2

(72)

with weight hOR i = λ+ . Indeed, this expression describes a fringe pattern
with maximal contrast. The choice (71) works, because the projection onto
|+R i reduces the decomposition (65) to a product state. Since WWM relies
here fully on the entanglement between the final state of the marker and the
path alternatives, the interference can be fully recovered. A less abstract
explanation is that the field is detected in a state for which a distinction
between the two excitation processes is not possible. The WWI has been
erased.
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With OR as in Eq. (71), a fully saturated interference pattern also shows
in the subensemble for which the detector does not click,
1
2 (1M

+ ηM )(1R − OR )
1
= [1 − η cos(φ + γ)],
1 − hOR i
2

(73)

where 1 − hOR i = λ− . At first glance, this result seems at odds with
the limited visibility V when no measurement on the field is carried out.
However, there is no contradiction, since the weighted average
hOR i

1
2 (1M

+ ηM )OR
+ (1 − hOR i)
hOR i

1
2 (1M

+ ηM )(1R − OR )
1 − hOR i

(74)

of both interference patterns is a sum of fringes and antifringes, which, in
general, has less contrast than either pattern (V in this case).
In contrast to the optimum welcher-weg measurement scheme, a successful demonstration of quantum erasure would not only suggest nonclassicality,
but also imply a genuinely quantum interference origin for phase control in
the experiment. Sec. 4.4 discusses whether or not this would also be a valid
rigorous proof. Before that, however, we address in Sec. 4.3 how “quantum
erasure coherent control” could be done under more realistic conditions, i.e.,
conditions under which a measurement of OR = |+R ih+R | [Eq. (71)] is not
available.

4.3

Quantum Erasure with Displaced Photon Threshold Measurements

The observable OR in Eq. (71) is formally the best choice for quantum
erasure, but it may not be the most practical. For an arbitrary radiative
in-state |χi, it may not be possible to realize a projection onto the state
|+R i. We can illustrate and resolve this issue via an example of perfect
WWM. Consider the case where the radiation field is initialized in the
nonclassical (n1 +n2 )-photon wavepacket state
 n1 1
 n2
1
√
|χi = √
a† fˆ1
a† fˆ2
|vaci,
(75)
n1 !
n2 !
where n1 ≥ N , n2 ≥ 1, and where the amplitude functions f1 , f2 have
disjoint support and meet the requirements of the 1 vs. N coherent phase
control as stated in Sec. 2.1. Then, according to Eqs. (24), the final (path
conditioned) radiation states are
√
 n1
 n2 −1
n2
1
p
χ̃1 = √
a† fˆ1
a† fˆ2
|vaci
(76a)
n1 !
(n2 − 1)!
and
p
 n2
n1 (n1 − 1) · · · (n1 − N + 1) †  ˆ n1 −N 1
N
p
√
χ̃
=
a f1
a† fˆ2
|vaci.
n2 !
(n1 − N )!
(76b)
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These states are orthogonal, χ̃1 χ̃N = 0, and therefore φ = 0, V = 0, and
D = 1. Full WWI is thus available.
Complete WWI can be acquired by measuring the total light intensity
I ∼ T r[HR %̃(∞)] [113], which can be understood as counting the final
numbers of photons in the modes [114]. In principle, as described in the
previous section, this WWI can be removed by a projection of the field into
|+R i or |−R i. Yet, by definition [cf. Eq. (66c)], these states are coherent
superpositions of χ̃1 and χ̃N and thus are entangled multimode Fock
states. Hence, it is very difficult to implement a projection into one of
them. However, there is an experimentally feasible alternative, a so-called
“displaced photon threshold measurement” which can be defined as
OR = D† [−f ](2|vacihvac| − 1R )D[−f ],

(77)


D[−f ] = exp a[f ] − a† [f ] = D† [f ]

(78)

where

is a displacement operator in continuous Fock space. Such a displaced
photon threshold measurement can be realized in a homodyne detection
scheme that employs a click/no-click detector,5 an auxiliary coherent light
source, and a beam splitter with an almost ideal transmission. In the beam
splitter, prior to feeding it into the detector, the light is superposed with a
coherent state
|−f i = D[−f ]|vaci = e−kf k

2

/2

∞
X
n
1 †
a [−f ] |vaci
n!
n=0

(79)

from the auxiliary source whose radiation is characterized by the amplitude
function −f . In those cases where the eigenvalue 1 is found (i.e., the
absence of a click in the detector), the radiation field is projected into the
coherent state |f i = D[f ]|vaci. The visibility of the fringes observed in this
subensemble is then:
Vno−click =

1
2
|h+R |f i| − h+R |f ihf |−R i
2h|f ihf |i
2

+ h−R |f ihf |+R i − |h−R |f i| , (80)
5A

click/no-click detector, also referred to as a threshold detector, is a photodetector
that does not resolve the number of photons. It responds if it detects one or more photons,
but its signal will not differentiate between one photon and two or more photons. A
threshold detector with unit efficiency for all frequencies and polarizations is described
by the dichotomous observable [|vacihvac| − (1R − |vacihvac|)]. A click corresponds to
an event with one or more photons and the eigenvalue −1. The eigenvalue 1 is assigned
to the photon-less no-click event.
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2
2
where h|f ihf |i = |h+R |f i| + |h−R |f i| /2 is the probability to not detect
a click. For the radiation states (76), these expressions become
p

N
fˆ2 , f
2 n1 ! (n1 − N )! n2 fˆ1 , f
Vno−click =
(81)
 2N
2
(n1 − N )! n2 fˆ1 , f
+ n1 ! fˆ2 , f

and
h|f ihf |i =

fˆ1 , f



2(n1 −N )

fˆ2 , f



2(n2 −1)

2

4 ekf k n1 ! (n1 − N )! n2 !
h

× (n1 − N )! n2 fˆ1 , f

2N

+ n1 ! fˆ2 , f

 2i

. (82)

The visibility Vno−click can then be optimized by tuning the intensity,
proportional to the norm kf k of the amplitude function f , of the auxiliary
coherent light field described by the state |−f i. The visibility becomes
maximal, Vno−click = 1, for
1
 1−N
 Ns
fˆ1 , fˆ
(n
−
N
)!
1

n2
kf k = 

n1 !
fˆ2 , fˆ



(83)

with fˆ = f /kf k.6 That means, given the right intensity of the auxiliary
field (which, according to the above equation, only depends on the number

of photons in the incident radiation and the absolute overlaps fˆ1 , fˆ ,

fˆ2 , fˆ of the amplitude functions), one achieves full coherent control over
the label η of the material system,
1
2 (1M




+ ηM )|f ihf |
1
=
1 + η cos γ + N Arg fˆ1 , fˆ − Arg fˆ2 , fˆ ,
h|f ihf |i
2
(84)

in the event that the detector does not fire.7 Subject to the constraint (83),
one now optimizes this probability, by finding maxfˆh|f ihf |i. For convenience,
we restrict our attention to N = 2. In this case, the expectation value
h|f ihf |i is maximized by
fˆ = αfˆ1 + β fˆ2 ,

(85a)

where
|α| =


fˆ1 , fˆ =

√1 ,
u

|β| =

q

fˆ2 , fˆ = 1 − u1 ,

(85b)

6 With kf k as in Eq. (83), K(O ) = K
R
no−click = Kclick = 0. It is thus impossible to
identify the excitation process by which the output port is reached.
7 Note that the phase relationship between the incoming radiation and auxiliary field,

Arg fˆi , fˆ , offers an additional control opportunity.
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and
u=

1
4



3+

q
1+

8n2 (n1 +2n2 −2)
n1 (n1 −1)


.

(85c)

The maximum is given by
n +2n −2 

2
(u − 1) 1
h|f ihf |i =
n1 !(n2 − 1)!

n1 (n1 − 1)
n2

n1 +n2 −1

e−

n1 (n1 −1)
u(u−1)
n2

.

(86)

For two photons in the first and one photon in the second incident wavepacket,
n1 = 2, n2 = 1, and h|f ihf |i = e−3/2 /2 ' 0.11, which is also the largest
possible value for any valid choice of n1 and n2 . That means that the
statistical weight of the no-click subensemble is 11% at best. The remaining
89% contribute to the click subensemble where one observes interference
fringes with contrast
Vclick =

1
h|f ihf |i
Vno−click = 3/2
' 0.13,
1 − h|f ihf |i
2e − 1

(87)

much less than for the no click subensemble, but still better than without
quantum erasure. Note that we were unable to improve over these numbers,
with or without condition (83).

4.4

Can Welcher-Weg Or What-Phase Measurements
Rigorously Probe Nonclassicality?

The question addresed in this section is whether or not the measurement
strategies discussed above can serve as rigorous verifications of the nonclassical principle of complementarity, of true quantum coherent control, and,
in the case of quantum erasure, of genuinely quantum interference. For the
example of quantum erasure, let us reiterate why this might be the case.
In the above examples, the WWI is accompanied by quantum entanglement between the material system and the
field: E
measuring the
E radiation
† 1
† 1
former in one of the states R π4 ψ̃+1,σν
or R π4 ψ̃−1,σν
is equivalent
to detecting the latter in either |χ̃1 i or |χ̃N i, respectively. The projection
on a path ignorant marker state (|+R i or |−R i) results in the interference
reappearing; quantum erasure is complete. Based on this finding, one can
speculate that an erasure of WWI generally involves the dissolution of
quantum entanglement. If that were indeed true, then successful quantum
erasure, as indicated by the recovery of interference, would be able to certify
the presence of entanglement. Thus, we may ask whether or not quantum
erasure necessarily implies quantum entanglement
The answer is, in general, unfortunately, no. The example studied in
Sec. 4.2 is an exceptional, pure-state case where quantum entanglement is
prerequisite to WWI, and WWI is prerequisite to the recovery of interference.
However, as we discuss in the following, that causal chain breaks when mixed
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states are considered. However, if we can guarantee that the system is in
a pure state, then quantum erasure ensures quantum entanglement and
rigorously verifies quantumness in the control scenario.
Considering, however, the difficulty of preparing the pure state case, we
examine the general case, below. In that case:
Interference recovery does not require the presence of WWI. In fact,
the term “quantum erasure” is a misnomer. Sometimes, interference
can be restored in cases for which there is no WWI (and no quantum entanglement) to begin with. This is known as “nonerasing
quantum erasure” [94]. The function of quantum erasure is solely
to prepare subensembles within which the interference contrast is
maximal [92, 115]. This can include the removal of WWI, but it also
may not.
WWI does not rely on quantum entanglement. For example, if the
state %̃(∞) of Eq. (63) were to decohere into a mixture with respect
to the path labels ±1, then the WWI would remain intact, but would
exist as classical, rather than quantum, correlations. These correlations could still be removed by postselection, yet the recovery of an
interference pattern would not be possible (i.e., WWI can be erased
without regaining any interference contrast). That is, the procedure
would not be able to bring back the cross-term contributions that are
necessary for interference, but that were lost due to decoherence.
Interference recovery does not certify quantum entanglement. In
some cases and contrary to the situation just described, interference
contrast can be restored from a fully classical, mixed state. Below
we give such an example (adapted from Ref. 94). It counters the
proposition that quantum erasure is a reliable test for nonclassical
correlations (or any correlations for that matter) unless the state is
pure. To see this, consider the case in which condition (37) is replaced
by
 
 
T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = σ T1 fˆ2 (−1µ, σν),
(88a)
 
 
TN fˆ1 (+1µ, σν) = −σ TN fˆ1 (−1µ, σν).
(88b)
We further require the validity of Eq. (62) and demand that
 



 
T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = exp −iγ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ) T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, −σν),
(89a)
 
 

 
TN fˆ2 (+1µ, σν) = exp iγ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, σ) TN fˆ2 (+1µ, −σν),
(89b)
as well as




γ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, +1) = −γ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, −1).
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(89c)

Finally, let us assume that the material system starts in the state (30)
with
p+1
p−1
=P
,
ν∈D− δMν ,+1
ν∈D− δMν ,−1

P

(90)

i.e., in an incoherent (classical) mixture with equal population of the
CCI input ports ±1. In this situation, the final state will be
%̃(∞) =

Z
X
D+

×R

dµ

Z
X
D+


π †1
4
2

"

×

+
×

 
 
T1 fˆ2 (+1µ, +1ν)T1∗ fˆ2 (+1µ0 , +1ν)
dµ
P
1
1
ν ψ̃+1,+1ν ψ̃+1,+1ν
!
N
|+1µi χ̃1
iγ |−1µi χ̃
p
−e p
2hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
2hχ̃N |χ̃N i
!
0
N
h+1µ0 | χ̃1
−iγ h−1µ | χ̃
p
−e p
2hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
2hχ̃N |χ̃N i
!
1
|+1µi χ̃N
iγ |−1µi χ̃
p
−e p
2hχ̃1 |χ̃1 i
2hχ̃N |χ̃N i
!#
0
1

h+1µ0 | χ̃N
−iγ h−1µ | χ̃
p
−e p
R π4 . (91)
1
1
N
N
2hχ̃ |χ̃ i
2hχ̃ |χ̃ i
0

P

ν



where γ = γ fˆ1 , fˆ2 (+1, +1). That is an average of Eq. (63) and
Eq. (63) with the path labels +1 and −1 interchanged. Therefore,
the state (91) does not represent any correlations—neither classical
nor quantum—between the path labels and the radiation field. One
calculates
P = 0,
V= p

χ̃1 χ̃N
hχ̃1 |χ̃1 ihχ̃N |χ̃N i

|cos φ|,

DR = 0,

(92a)

CR = |cos φ|

(92b)

with φ = Arg χ̃1 χ̃N . Thus, if χ̃1 χ̃N = 0, then the fringe visibility
can be fully restored because the state (91) contains cross terms
1
2 (1M

+ ηM )|+R ih+R |
1
= (1 + η cos γ),
h|+R ih+R |i
2

(93)

although DR = 0. We thus have a case of nonerasing quantum erasure.
To conclude, welcher-weg and quantum erasure measurement schemes can,
in general, neither demonstrate the recording of WWI, nor can they unambiguously certify the presence of quantum entanglement [92]. Although, in
our description of the scenario of Sec. 4.2, it is quantum entanglement that
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mediates path knowledge and quantum interference that establishes control,
the question about the nonclassicality of an actual coherent phase control experiment cannot be answered on the grounds of those measurement schemes
alone. The presence of quantum entanglement, nonclassical correlations,
and true quantum coherent control has to be certified by additional, more
stringent means (as discussed in Sec. 6 below). However, this is not to say
that the proposed quantum erasure coherent phase control experiment is
useless. First, it is of practical utility to restore a maximum amount of
phase controllability. Second, in combination with an optimum welcherweg measurement, quantum erasure allows for demonstrating wave-particle
complementarity. And third, if an experiment managed to demonstrably
produce the state (63) and if quantum erasure succeeded, then the scenario
would be indeed be quantum (even nonclassical), and phase control would
originate from genuinely quantum interference. The problem is that the
state (63) may not be the only possible description. From a foundational
perspective, one must show that there is no other, classical explanation for
the measurement results.

5

Delayed Choice Coherent Control

Below we continue the search for unconventional, demonstrably quantum
phase control scenarios. The first scenario, the quantum erasure control
scheme discussed above (Sec. 4), was based on the principle of complementarity. The second scenario below will be based on another hallmark of
quantum mechanics: delayed choice. As explained below, the alternative
scenario solves a conceptual issue of quantum erasure phase control.
Complementarity in quantum mechanics implies that the experimenter
can select from a set of measurement strategies in order to observe particlelike, wavelike, or any arbitrary intermediate statistics [92, 116]. This is in
stark contrast to classical physics, which invariably classifies every object as
either particle or wave; never can an entity subscribe to either property ad
libitum. Complementarity also applies in the setting of quantum erasure,
where a subensemble with wavelike statistics is chosen and where the timing
of that choice is irrelevant for the outcome of the experiment [76, 102].
Quantum erasure can therefore be a particular realization of the so-called
delayed-choice gedanken experiment [106, 115].
Delayed-choice experiments were proposed by Wheeler to display the
fundamental difference that the principle of complementarity places between
classical and quantum physics. In order to render it impossible for an
object to “know” a priori whether or not to display the wave or the particle
property, delayed-choice experiments aim to sever any causal link between
the object and the interferometer until it has entered it.
Quantum erasure adheres to the aims of delayed choice by conditioning
the interference property on the outcome of a measurement performed on
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an auxiliary system, the welcher-weg marker. This allows for choosing a
posteriori between the open interferometer configuration o with associated
particle-like statistics—in which case the tracing of paths may be possible—,
to the closed configuration c and associated wavelike statistics—for which
the path alternatives are at least partially indistinguishable. This also
applies to the examples studied in Sec. 4.2, where the choice of, say, the
wave property, could be postponed to a time after the measurement of the
output port label. According to quantum theory, this can occur in direct
violation of classical realism and thus suggests the nonclassicality of coherent
control. That is a significant step towards the goal to create a demonstrably
quantum control scenario.
Yet, one might deem that particular demonstration as unsatisfactory,
since the preparation of the wave property—and thus phase control—is
detached from the light-matter scattering processes of coherent control.
Rather, an additional process, quantum erasure, has to be performed on top
of the original coherent control experiment. For the scope of this article, we
would prefer a situation in which the wave property emerges more directly
from the scattering processes.
As a solution we propose another generalized coherent control experiment
in which the CCI delivers the wave and the particle property directly and in
superposition [77]. This experiment will allow one to select either the open
or the closed CCI configuration on demand (and at any time) by flipping
a “quantum switch”. Prior to turning that switch, it will be unknowable
whether the CCI output port statistics are that of a wave or a particle, i.e.,
whether phase control is possible or not, a violation of classical realism. In
this regard, this proposed scenario is entitled to be called quantum coherent
control.
As we shall see, the positions of the quantum switch are represented by
two (nearly) orthogonal states of the radiation field. That means that, in
contrast to the quantum eraser, the choice between wave and particle is not
a choice between two complementary, noncommuting field observables, but
rather between two orthogonal projections.

5.1

The Simultaneously Both Open And Closed Configuration

In the following, we consider two field configurations,
 
 
|χo i = g1o a† fˆ1o g2o a† fˆ2o |vaci

(94a)

and
 
 
|χc i = g1c a† fˆ1c g2c a† fˆ2c |vaci.
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(94b)

The former, |χo i, is assumed to implement an open CCI o,
 
T1 fˆ2o (ηµ, σν) ∝ δη,−σ ,
 
TN fˆ1o (ηµ, σν) ∝ δη,σ
whereas the latter, |χc i, implements a closed CCI c,
 
 
T1 fˆ2c (+1µ, σν) = T1 fˆ2c (−1µ, σν),
 
 
TN fˆ1c (+1µ, σν) = −TN fˆ1c (−1µ, σν).

(95a)
(95b)

(95c)
(95d)

These relations are adopted from Eqs. (36) and (37), respectively. In both
cases, the incoming light is prepared in a semi-classical coherent state:

gio (x) = exp kfio kx − kfio k2 /2 ,
(96a)

2
gic (x) = exp kfic kx − kfic k /2 ,
(96b)
i = 1, 2. These states are eigenstates of the photon annihilation operator,
and thus WWM does not occur [114]. We have
−1

χ̃1o = kf1o k

−1

χ̃1c

kf2o k

kf2c k

−N

χ̃N
= |χo i,
o

(97a)

−N

χ̃N
c

(97b)

= kf1c k

= |χc i,

similar to Eq. (40). Coherent states are explicitly chosen with the intention of
excluding postselection procedures like optimum welcher-weg measurements
or quantum erasure from the experiment. That is, we have to realize delayed
choice in a different way, for reasons explained below.
In order to carry out Wheeler’s original delayed choice experiment in
the setting of coherent phase control, we would have to both randomize and
postpone the choice between an open and closed CCI. We could certainly do
the former, i.e., randomize the configuration by deciding at random between
either |χc i or |χo i as the initial state of the radiation field. However, since
we decided to exclude WWM, the CCI does not allow us to postpone that
decision. This is a major stumbling block, since randomization alone would
not suffice if the alternatives “phase control” and “no control” were chosen
in advance.8
The CCI is thus not compatible with Wheeler’s delayed choice experiment.
The only way of physically delaying the choice is to deviate both from the
traditional coherent control schemes and from Wheeler’s original idea. The
goal is to guarantee the uncertainty and the unknowability of the CCI’s
interference property. One solution is to quantize the choice between open
and closed [77] by preparing the field in a quantum-coherent superposition
between the complementary configurations, i.e. in
|χi = p

|χo i + |χc i
2(1 + hχo |χc i)

,

(98)

8 Mind that it is irrelevant whether or not the choice is known to us—it has to be
unknowable physically.
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where
i
h 
2
2
2
2
.
hχo |χc i = exp − 12 kf1o k + kf2o k + kf1c k + kf2c k

(99)

This state is quite unusual. It is composed out of two semi-classical, distinct
states, each of which a direct product of two coherent states in, in total,
four mutually orthogonal modes, i.e., |χi is a “cat state” [109]. It is an
entangled coherent state with nonclassical correlations of the GHZ type
[57, 117–119]. From an experimental point of view, handling |χi may prove
difficult: the state will be very sensitive to decoherence, and its creation
requires a special, highly nonlinear MZI that, at the time of this writing, is
not readily available.9

5.2

Quantum Delayed Choice

However, assuming a system prepared in the state
X
1
%(−∞) = P
|σνihσν| ⊗ |χihχ|
ν∈D− δMν σ

(100)

ν∈D−

with σ either equal to +1 or to −1, we can expect (following a similar
calculation as in Appendix A) the final state to become approximately equal
to
hP 
E
E
D
D
i
%̃(∞) =
ψ̃
|χ
i
+
ψ̃
|χ
i
ψ̃
hχ
|
+
ψ̃
hχ
|
o,σν
o
c,σν
c
o,σν
o
c,σν
c
ν
hP D
E D
E
×
ψ̃o,σν ψ̃o,σν + ψ̃o,σν ψ̃c,σν hχo |χc i
ν
D
E
D
Ei−1
+ ψ̃c,σν ψ̃o,σν hχc |χo i + ψ̃c,σν ψ̃c,σν
, (101)
where the sums run over ν ∈ D− . With the equivalent of Eq. (62),
 
 
N
kf2c k T1 fˆ2c (+1µ, σν) = e−iγc kf1c k TN fˆ1c (+1µ, σν)
(102)


and γcE= γ fˆ1c , fˆ2c (+1, σ) for all µ ∈ D+ and ν ∈ D− , the wavelike state
ψ̃c,σν becomes
E

ψ̃c,σν = 2kf2c k

Z
X

 
dµ T1 fˆ2c (+1µ, σν)

D+



γc
γc
× eiγc /2 cos |+1µi − i sin |−1µi . (103a)
2
2
9 Specifically, an entangled coherent state with a single frequency, ω, is produced by
letting laser light interfere with itself in a MZI in which one arm has been replaced with
a strong Kerr nonlinearity [117]. Yet another nonlinear optical process is required to
transform this state into an entangled coherent states with two frequencies, ω and N ω,
as required for |χi.
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For the particle-like state, on the other hand, we arrive at
Z
E
X

 
1
ψ̃o,σν = kf2o k
dµ T1 fˆ2o (−σµ, σν) √ |−σµi − eiγo |σµi , (103b)
2
D+

if we impose the requirement that
 
 
N
kf2o k T1 fˆ2o (−σµ, σν) = −e−iγo kf1o k TN fˆ1o (σµ, σν)

(104)



with γo = γ fˆ1o , fˆ2o (σ) for all µ ∈ D+ and ν ∈ D− .
If an experiment succeeded in creating the state %̃(∞) of Eq. (101), then,
according to quantum theory, the interference property would be physically
guaranteed to be random: Eq. (101) describes a coherent “blend” [92] or
“morphing” [77] between particle- and wavelike output port statistics that is
conditioned on the state of the radiation field. Therefore, a measurement of
the field allows
for a delayed-choice
determination of whether the system
E
E
is in ψ̃c,σν or ψ̃o,σν , thus whether the CCI displays phase control or
no control.10 Such a coherent control experiment would be an example of
“quantum delayed-choice” [51, 77–81, 120].
The effect of the coherent control process is reminiscent of “entanglement
swapping” [121, 122]. Whereas, initially, the quantum correlations reside
exclusively within the field (between coherent states in very different field
modes), the CCI redistributes them such that, in the final state (101),
quantum entanglement appears instead between the matter and the radiation.
The similarity to the entangling swapping protocol means that the quantum
delayed choice coherent control scenario relies on quantum entanglement as
a resource.

5.3

A Comparison between Quantum Erasure And Quantum Delayed Choice

It is worthwhile to compare these proposed coherent control implementations
of quantum erasure and quantum delayed choice. In the following, we list a
number of differences and similarities:
(i) In both cases, the interference property (i.e., phase control or no
control) can be prepared after the output port of the CCI has been
measured i.e., both approaches implement Wheeler’s delayed choice
experiment.
(ii) The quantum erasure coherent control scenario produces entanglement,
whereas the quantum delayed choice coherent control scenario relies
on quantum entanglement as a resource. However, this entanglement
is not consumed, but is transformed and used to deliver the wave and
10 Note

that |χo i and |χc i are not orthogonal, cf. Eq. (99).
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the particle property in superposition. In doing so, quantum delayed
choice coherent control can demonstrate both complementarity and
delayed choice in a fashion that is closer to the spirit of coherent
control than it would be possible in a quantum eraser experiment.
(iii) In the quantum erasure case, it is the choice between two complementary measurements on the light field that decides between phase
control or no control. In quantum delayed choice, the choice between
these alternative is random and dictated by the outcome of the measurement of a single observable.11 This is due to the fact that the
interference property is set by a quantum switch whose position is
unknowable and nondeterministic, a consequence of the fundamental
randomness of nature as manifest in quantum theory.
(iv) Yet, how can a quantum delayed choice coherent control experiment
demonstrate that its outcome is fundamentally random? It cannot,
that is, not on its own. Like quantum erasure coherent control, quantum delayed choice coherent control alone is insufficient to rigorously
certify nonclassicality. For illustration, consider the case in which the
amplitudes kf1o k, kf2o k, kf1c k, and kf2c k are macroscopic. Then |χo i
and |χc i are readily distinguishable. Let us predict the outcome of a
joint measurement of the CCI output ports and the population of a
selection of modes of the radiation field. If these modes correspond
to the closed configuration, i.e., if they are associated with the amplitude functions f1c or f2c , then the detection of one or more photons
will be perfectly correlated with wavelike output port statistics and
the absence of photons will be perfectly correlated with particle-like
output port statistics. One will find that the case that applies is
unpredictable. However, an experiment that establishes just that is
not able to discriminate the observed statistics against those of the corresponding classical situation: a simple Bernoulli trial (i.e., essentially
a coin flip) between the open and the closed CCI configuration. The
experiment would not even demonstrate Wheeler’s original version of
delayed choice, because the statistics of the output port populations
could as well have been fully determined from the moment of the
field’s creation, without any change to the results.
The last item on this list illustrates that, for a valid, credible, and meaningful
demonstration of nonclassicality, and from a foundational perspective, it is
generally insufficient to acknowledge that observations are consistent with
11 As originally discussed in Ref. 77, this result is at variance with Bohr’s original view
on complementarity, according to which the wave and the particle property manifest themselves only in complementary measurements corresponding to complementary experiments.
In quantum delayed choice, however, both properties can be observed by measuring a
single observable in a single experiment. The authors of Ref. 77 therefore propose to
revise the phrasing of the principle and speak of complementarity of experimental data
rather than complementary experiments.
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quantum theory. Rather, it is necessary to show that they are inconsistent
with all classical descriptions. The next section deals with this issue.

6

Towards Rigorous Experimental Certification
of The Nonclassicality of Coherent Phase
Control

The above discussion makes clear that neither the quantum erasure nor the
quantum delayed choice scenario (Secs. 4 and 5, respectively) are stringent
enough to ensure truly nonclassical control scenarios. In this section, we
show how the nonclassicality of these scenarios can be certified, i.e., we
clarify to what extent classical explanations of the experimental observations
can be excluded. This is the final step in demonstrating quantum coherent
control.
Such a certification of nonclassicality and related problems are of course
not new. Rather, these issues have led to major advances in understanding
the foundations and basic principles of quantum mechanics. Specifically, Bell
test experiments have been devised and executed in order to show the untenability of local realism [57, 123–125], and Leggett-Garg test experiments
have been performed to refute classical theories combining macrorealism
and noninvasive measurability [44, 126–128]. These (and most other) tests
assume the existence of classical probability distributions for the measurement statistics, in particular, joint distributions that account for all inquired
marginal probabilities, independent of the measurement. From this assumption, constraints on the statistics of certain measurement outcomes can be
derived that are usually expressed in terms of an inequality (cf. Bell-CHSH
inequalities and Leggett-Garg inequalities), violations of which are then rigorous indicators of nonclassicality (barring loopholes). In these derivations,
the formalism of quantum mechanics (or any other nonclassical theory) is
nowhere used. This is crucial, because bounds on classical behavior can
only be acquired from within classical physics. Moreover, in a discussion
about the necessity of nonclassical theories to describe certain aspects of
nature, arguments originating from within quantum mechanics (or other
nonclassical theories) are not allowed. Nobody who refutes nonclassicality
would accept them.

6.1

A Bell Inequality Test for Coherent Control

The ultimate purpose of Bell inequality experiments has been to settle the
question of whether nature obeys local realism. Realism is mentioned at the
beginning of Sec. 2; it is the idea that all properties and values of a system
exist prior to, and independent of, their measurement. Quantum theory
refutes realism, classical physics does not. Locality, on the other hand,
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refers to the assumption that interaction between spatially distant physical
systems is not possible. Although classical and quantum mechanics are local
theories, both of them can predict nonlocal correlations that stem from local
processes like coupling, interaction, and scattering. If nature satisfied local
realism, then two space-like separated measurement events would never be
able to influence one another, since a signal heralding the measurement
outcome from one event to the other would have to travel faster than the
speed of light. Such influence is excluded by special relativity.
Numerous Bell test experiments have been conducted [49, 62–64, 129–
132], some with considerable violations of the inequality. Experiments
usually implement tests based on the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH)
inequality [57, 125] that is an extension of Bell’s original inequality. Both
inequalities provide bounds for the correlations between measurement outcomes obtained from a bipartite system. The CHSH inequality, in particular,
is derived for the case where two observables, each with two possible outcomes, are measured on both subsystems. Here we use this inequality where
the first subsystem is the pair of output ports of the CCI and the second
subsystem is a collection of relevant modes of the radiation field.

6.2

The Case of Quantum Erasure Coherent Control

For the certification of nonclassicality in the quantum erasure coherent
control scenario of Sec. 4.2, we propose the following CHSH inequality:
0
0
0
0
|hBi| = |hOM ⊗ OR i + hOM
⊗ OR i + hOM ⊗ OR
i − hOM
⊗ OR
i| ≤ 2,
(105)

where we introduced the Bell operator B and the four dichotomous ob0
0
servables OM , OM
, OR , and OR
, defined below. One can then easily
verify that the inequality (105) holds for classical physics. If we denote
oM , o0M , oR , and o0R the possible outcomes (±1) of the observables of the
Bell operator, then clearly −2 ≤ oM oR + o0M oR + oM o0R − o0M o0R ≤ 2.
However, in quantum mechanics, the largest possible
√ expectation value of
a Bell-CHSH operator is the Tsirelson bound, 2 2 [133, 134]. We shall
see that, in quantum erasure coherent
√ control, the inequality (105) can be
violated and even equality, |hBi| = 2 2, be achieved. In accord with Bell’s
theorem, this implies that the physics does not abide by local realism.
0
0
Consider now the four observables OM , OM
, OR , and OR
. The first
two are sensitive only to the CCI output labels:
h p
i
1
1
2
3
OM = √
− 1 − V2 σM
− sin(φ + γ) σM
+ cos(φ + γ) σM
,
2 − V2
(106a)
h
i
p
1
0
1
2
3
OM
=√
1 − V2 σ M
− sin(φ + γ) σM
+ cos(φ + γ) σM
,
2 − V2
(106b)
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Figure 8: Absolute Bell expectation value |hBi| with respect to the state
√
(63) as a function of the visibility V. Maximum violation, |hBi| = 2 2,
occurs for V = 0.
where
1
σM
=

R
P

2
σM
3
σM

R
P

dµ (|+1µih−1µ| + |−1µih+1µ|),

(107a)

dµ (−i|+1µih−1µ| + i|−1µih+1µ|),
R
P
= M = dµ (|+1µih+1µ| − |−1µih−1µ|)

(107b)

=

(107c)

are Hermitian, unitary pseudospin operators (the equivalents of the Pauli
spin matrices). The visibility V is the same as in Eq. (64b) (page 35), and
the phases φ and γ are defined in Eqs. (51) and (62) (pages 29 and 35,
respectively). The second two observables are sensitive only to the radiation:

OR

1
=√
1 − V2

χ̃1 χ̃1
χ̃N χ̃N
−
χ̃N χ̃N
χ̃1 χ̃1

!
(108a)

and
0
OR
= |+R ih+R | − |−R ih−R |,

(108b)

where |±R i are the orthonormal radiative states derived in Sec. 4.2 [cf.
Eq. (66c)]. With these operators and the final state %̃(∞) of the quantum
erasure coherent control scenario given in Eq. (63), we have
p
|hBi| = |Tr[B %̃(∞)]| = 2 2 − V2 ,
(109)
√
see Fig. 8. Clearly |hBi| reaches the Tsirelson bound 2 2 for vanishing
visibility, i.e., V = 0, a result that is impossible classically.
Several points are worth noting. First, the field observables Eq. (108)
are known from Sec. 4.2. In particular, OR is an optimal observable
0
for a welcher-weg measurement [cp. Eq. (68)], whereas OR
is optimal for
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0
quantum erasure [cp. Eq. (71)]. In this sense, OR and OR
are maximally
complementary. Second, although there is an intimate relation, testing
the Bell inequality (105) is not the same as combining the results from
an optimum welcher-weg measurement and from quantum erasure. For a
proper Bell test, the field observables have to be joint in a particular way
0
with material observables, e.g. OM and OM
from above, that are different
from M and also probe coherences between the CCI output ports. Third,
the maximum Bell violation is achieved for vanishing visibility, V = 0,
which, according to the discussion in Sec. 4.2, is equivalent to a maximum of
radiative distinguishability DR and a maximum of quantum entanglement
c.12 This is in agreement with the fact that all states with maximum Bell
violation are the equivalent of a direct sum of maximally quantum entangled
singlet states [135]. Finally, due to the presence of coherences between χ̃1
0
and χ̃N , a measurement of the field observable OR
may not be possible.
Therefore, in a manner similar to what is done in Sec. 4.3, one could instead
0
consider another set of operators that substitute OR and OR
and that are
given in terms of displaced photon threshold measurement observables. We
leave this as an exercise to the interested reader.

6.3

The Case of Quantum Delayed Choice Coherent
Control

Consider now the quantum delayed choice coherent control scenario introduced in Sec. 5.2. As in the case of quantum erasure coherent control
above, we propose a Bell-CHSH inequality test for certifying nonclassicality.
The Bell operator B is, however, different from that used in the previous
section; it needs to be adapted to the physical situation described by the
state (101). We restrict attention, as an example, to a special case where
particle-like and wavelike statistics occur with equal probabilities, i.e. we
add the requirement that
 
 
2kf2c k T1 fˆ2c (+1µ, σν) = eiκ kf2o k T1 fˆ2o (−σµ, σν)
(110)


with κ = κ fˆ2o , fˆ2c (σ) for all µ ∈ D+ and ν ∈ D− . Further, we fix the
relationship between the relative phases of the transition amplitudes by
setting
γo = −φ −

π
,
2

γc = φ,

σ = −1,

(111)

κ = −2φ − π,

(112)

independently of ν ∈ D− . Here, the new free phase parameter φ replaces
all other phase parameters, and the input port has been set to −1. With
12 Recall that, for V = 0, the final states of the radiation field, χ̃1 and χ̃N , are
orthogonal and thus fully distinguishable.
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these assumptions, the state (101) becomes


 
R
P
2 −1
2P
%̃(∞) = kf2o k D+ dµ ν∈D− T1 fˆ2o (+1µ, −1ν)

D

E
E
D
ψ̃o,−1ν |χo i + ψ̃c,−1ν |χc i
ψ̃o,−1ν hχo | + ψ̃c,−1ν hχc |
X
,
×
2 − √12 hχo |χc i[cos φ + cos(2φ) − sin φ]
ν∈D
−

(113)
where
Z
E

X
 
1 
ψ̃o,−1ν = kf2o k
dµ T1 fˆ2o (+1µ, −1ν) √ |+1µi + ie−iφ |−1µi
2
D+

(114a)
and
E

ψ̃c,−1ν = kf2o k

Z
X

 
dµ T1 fˆ2o (+1µ, −1ν)

D+



φ
φ
(114b)
× e−3iφ/2 − cos |+1µi + i sin |−1µi
2
2
are the particle-like and the wavelike CCI state, respectively. The overlap
hχo |χc i is real and the same as in Eq. (99).
Since most phases and interferometer imbalances have been eliminated,
the only remaining variables are the overlap hχo |χc i and the phase φ that,
unless stated otherwise, are treated below as arbitrary and controllable.13
Since there is no single Bell test that would be applicable to all settings of
these two variables. One has to construct a family of Bell tests that take
these settings into account. This can be done using a method similar to
that outlined in Ref. 108. Due to the complexity of the expressions, we only
give the result for hBi with respect to the state (113):
v
u
(1 − hχo |χc i2 )[2 + sin(2φ)]
hBi = 2u
(115)
o2 .
t1 + n
2 − √12 hχo |χc i[cos φ + cos(2φ) − sin φ]
This expression is plotted in Fig. 9(a). The expectation value is seen to be
larger than 2 for all hχo |χc i < 1. In other words, Bell tests can be found and
violated for practically all relevant values of φ and hχo |χc i. Moreover, hBi
13 The

overlap hχo |χc i is always between 0 and 1, since, as we explain in what follows,
the bounds of that interval are not achievable practically. On the one hand, the value 0
is not physical. Since it would imply an infinite population of the field. For macroscopic
populations, hχo |χc i can, however, come indistinguishably close to 0. The value 1, on
the other hand, is equivalent to the absence of all incoming light, where there would be
no dynamics, no coherent control, and nothing to measure.
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Figure 9: (a) Contour plot of the absolute Bell expectation value |hBi| with
respect to the state (113) [from Eq. (115)] as a function of the phase φ and
the overlap hχo |χc i. Higher values have a darker shade (see scale in upper
right corner). The dashed black line is the position of the global maximum
of |hBi| with respect to φ, but for fixed hχo |χc i. This shows how, for given
hχo |χc i, one would have to choose φ to achieve the highest possible Bell
violation. Local maxima are labeled and indicated with a dot. Especially
noteworthy
is the saturation of √
the Bell violation at the Tsirelson bound
√
2 2 for φ = 0 and hχo |χc i = 1/ 2. (b) Plot of Eq. (118), which is a cut
through panel (a) at φ = 0.
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√
can reach the global maximum Tsirelson√bound of 2 2, for the particular
pair of values: φ = 0 and hχo |χc i = 1/ 2. The latter value corresponds
to a miniscule field amplitude with a significant population of the vacuum
mode.
In the following, we explore the neighborhood of the global maximum of
hBi and identify the specific Bell test that gives rise to it. We expect that,
in an experiment, φ can be controlled better than hχo |χc i. Therefore, we
fix φ at 0 below and derive a Bell operator family that adapts to any given
value of hχo |χc i. As in Sec. 6.2, each Bell operator B is comprised of four
dichotomous observables, two of which are sensitive to the matter M and
two to the radiation R. They are:
h √

p
1
2
− 2 + hχo |χc i − 1 − hχo |χc i2 σM
OM = p
√
6 − 4 2hχo |χc i

 √
i
p
3
+ − 2 + hχo |χc i + 1 − hχo |χc i2 σM
, (116a)
h √

p
1
0
2 σ2
−
2
+
hχ
|χ
i
+
1
−
hχ
|χ
i
OM
=p
√
o c
o c
M
6 − 4 2hχo |χc i
 √

i
p
3
+ − 2 + hχo |χc i − 1 − hχo |χc i2 σM
, (116b)
3
2
from Eqs. (107), and
, σM
with σM

OR =

1
2

1 − hχo |χc i

[−hχo |χc i (|χc ihχc | + |χo ihχo |) + |χc ihχo | + |χo ihχc |],
(117a)

1
0
OR
=p
(|χc ihχc | − |χo ihχo |).
1 − hχo |χc i2

(117b)

0
The expectation value of the Bell operator B = OM ⊗ OR + OM
⊗ OR +
0
0
0
OM ⊗ OR − OM ⊗ OR with respect to the state (113) with φ = 0 is
p
√
2 6 − 4 2hχo |χc i
√
hBi =
.
(118)
2 − 2hχo |χc i
√
A plot of that is shown
√ in Fig. 9(b). At the maximum, where hBi = 2 2,
i.e., at hχo |χc i = 1/ 2, the material observables become particularly simple.
2
0
3
They are OM = −σM
and OM
= −σM
= −M .
0
As before, measuring the observables OR and OR
pose a serious experimental challenge. Therefore, a switch to displaced photon measurements
of a kind similar to what was discussed in Sec. 4.3 may be necessary. See
Ref. 136 for further information.
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7

Application To Photoelectron Spin Polarization Control in Alkali Photoionization

Here, we apply this formalism to a specific example used throughout the
remainder of the article, phase-coherent control of the spin polarization
of an electron emitted in an 1 vs. 2 photoionization process from a heavy
alkali atom [136]. This control scenario is an extension of Elliott’s twocolor photoionization experiments on alkali atoms [14, 15, 32, 33], which
demonstrated that the angular distribution of an emitted photoelectron
can be controlled by the relative phase between two ionizing laser beams.
The sensitivity to phase was attributed to quantum interference between
competing ionization processes. However, as discussed in Sec. 1, phase
sensitivity by itself does not suffice to guarantee quantum interference.
The control scenario below deviates from the original experiment in two
ways: (i) the control target is the polarization of the spin of the emitted
photoelectron, rather than its angular distribution. Hence, the binary
alternatives of the electron’s spin- 12 allow for a straightforward definition of
the dichotomous observable M , and (ii) the framework of the controlherent
control interferometer (CCI) allows us to demonstrate true quantum features.
For this section, the goal is to show that the spin polarization control example
can implement a CCI as defined in Sec. 2. Hence, although some of the
details of this example are well known, casting the problem as a CCI
immediately allows us to apply all the results in Sec. 2 to this scenario.

7.1

A Model for The Material Degrees of Freedom

Below we introduce a simple photoionization model for the alkali atom.
Note first, that in the weak-field limit, the scattering recoil of the atom will
be small, so if the atom is tightly confined [137, 138], then we can neglect its
motional degrees of freedom which would otherwise result in distinguishable
pathways. Further we can neglect all but the outermost electron of the
atom. The atomic Hamiltonian, hence, reduces to an effective single-electron
Hamiltonian with bound and continuum contributions:
HM =

X

Z∞
Enlj |nljmj ihnljmj | +

nljmj

dE E
0

X

Eljmj + Eljmj + , (119)

ljmj

where the states are described by the principle quantum number (n), the
orbital (l) and the total angular momenta (j), and the projection (mj )
of the total angular momentum onto the quantization axis, chosen as the
laboratory’s ẑ-axis below. The bound eigenstates |nljmj i are hydrogen-like,
with energies Enlj that depend on l and j due to spin-orbit coupling. The
bound state sum in Eq. (119), begins at the electron’s ground state which,
for alkali metals, is spin- 12 and is denoted n0 12 mj , where n equals the
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metal’s atomic number. Using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, we can expand
the bound eigenstates in the position basis:
X

hX|nljmj i =
lml 12 ms jmj Rnlj (X) Ylml X̂ |ms i.
(120)
ml ms

Here, Rnlj denotes a solution of the radial Schrödinger equation, Ylml is
a spherical harmonic, ml is the ẑ-axis projection of the orbital angular
momentum, and |ms i describes the electron spin, also in ẑ direction. The
continuum states are, to good approximation, the asymptotic scattering
out-states of energy E in the partial wave expansion for a screened Coulomb
potential [89, 139]. In this article, we use two different, but equivalent sets
of continuum states, |Eljmj + i and
Kms + = √

X
X
~
Ylml K̂
lml 21 ms jmj
me K lm
jm

E(K)ljmj + . (121)

j

l

The latter states are eigenstates of HM with energy E(K) = ~2 K 2 /2me .
Here K is the electron’s asymptotic outgoing wavevector, K̂ its direction
and K its length. An expansion analogous to Eq. (120) also exists for the
continuum wave functions hX|Eljmj + i. For an alkali atom, the radial part
in that expansion can be taken as a Coulomb function that obeys
r
RElj (X)

∼

X→∞

ie

2m
π~2 K

×


1
sin KX +
X

l i$Klj

1
K


ln(2KX) − 12 lπ + $Klj + δK , (122)

where $Klj is the partial wave Coulomb phase shift and δK is the quantum
defect.

7.2

The Proposed Experiment

Consider then the setup for the experiment, and the associated implementation of the CCI. We assume an ideal, spherically shaped electron detector
centered around the atom, all in the vacuum. The detector is large and can
measure both the electron position on the surface, and its spin polarization
with respect to a constant global axis. The atom is initially in its ground
state, in an incoherent mixture of spin up and down,
X
%M (−∞) =
pmj n0 12 mj n0 21 mj .
(123)
mj

It is ionized with a pair of weak light pulses with %R (−∞) = |χihχ|, whereupon a photoelectron is emitted. The outgoing matter and light waves are
described by the final state %(∞).
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The control target defines the input and output ports of the CCI as the
electron’s spin polarization. The input ports are thus associated with the
spin polarization mj of the electronic ground state n0 12 mj , and the output
ports are identified with the spin projection ms of the outgoing matter wave
|Kms + i. Hence, the material observable M is defined as
Z
X
X
M=
2ms |nlml ms ihnlml ms | + dK
2ms Kms + Kms + ,
ms

nlml ms

(124)
where the factor of 2 ensures that M has the eigenvalues +1 and −1.14
The incoming light is quasi-monochromatic around frequencies 2ω and ω,
and the detection is limited to photoelectrons with kinetic energy E(K) ≈
E− + 2~ω, where E− = En0 12 , hence D− is a region in K-space clustered
around E(K). We make further adjustments to D+ below.
Using the approach in Sec. 2.1, we project the total density operator of
electron and radiation onto D+ to obtain:
%̃(∞) = p̃−1

X

X

pmj



1
2
ψ̃m
χ̃1 + ψ̃m
χ̃2
s ,mj
s ,mj



ms ,m0s =±12 mj =±21

×



1
2
ψ̃m
χ̃1 + ψ̃m
χ̃2
0 ,m
0 ,m
j
j
s
s

with p̃ the normalization. The ket
Z
 
1
ψ̃ms ,mj = dK T1 fˆ2 (Kms , mj ) Kms + ,



(125)

(126)

D+
2
is the final scattering state of a single ionization event, and ψ̃m
is an
s ,mj
analogous expression for the final state of a two-photon photon ionization
event. Note that these states are defined in terms of the one- and twophoton scattering probability amplitudes, T1 and T2 . For monochromatic cw
light, these amplitudes are well known [32, 33]. However, here we deal with
quasi-monochromatic light pulses. The approach in Sec. 2.1, specifically
14 Since M need not be sensitive to anything but the electron’s spin, we assemble M ’s
point spectrum [the first term in Eq. (124)] from the spin-orbit product states |nlml ms i.
In alkali metals, the electron’s spin and orbit are strongly coupled, and these states are in
general not eigenstates of the Hamiltonian HM . This is in violation of the provisions of
Sec. 2.2, according to which M and HM are required to commute. However, this will not
be an issue below, since the properties of M matter only with respect to the initial and
the final states in the scattering problem. There is no issue with respect to D+ , since
M is diagonal in all continuum states of HM , including those in D+ . We only have to
concern ourselves with D− . The set D− represents the ground state for which spin-orbit
coupling is absent. Therefore, the state n0 12 mj is identical to the spin-orbit product
state |n00ms i with ms = mj . Hence, M is also diagonal with respect to all states in D− .
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1st photon

2nd photon

S 12

S 12
P 12
P 32
D 32
D 52

Figure 10: Electric dipole selection rules between lj-states in one- and
two-photon absorption. These two processes are distinguishable by the final
orbital angular momenta, in particular, the separation into states with even
(S, D) and those with odd parity (P).
Eq. (27a), gives
 
T1 fˆ2 (Kms , mj ) = 2πi

Z
dk

X

δ[E− − E(K) + ~ω(k)] fˆ2 (k, λ)

λ

X
X
~
× (−i)~E(k) √
Y1m0l K̂
1m0l 12 ms j 0 m0j
me K m0
0
0
j mj
l
 

 0 0 1
× A1 1j mj , 0 2 mj ; ε̂(k, λ) D1 E(K)1j 0 , n0 21 , (127)
where
1
X X
 q 2l+1
0
εq hlml 1q|l0 m0l i
A1 l0 j 0 m0j , ljmj ; ε̂ = 2l
0 +1 hl0 10|l 0i
ml m0l q=−1

×

X

l0 m0l 12 ms j 0 m0j

lml 12 ms jmj , (128a)

ms

is the first-order angular dipole matrix element and
0 0 0

Z∞

D1 (E l j , nlj) = e

∗
dx x3 RE
0 l0 j 0 (x)Rnlj (x)

(128b)

0

is the first-order radial integral [140, 141]. The D1 integrals, not explicitly
calculated here, serve as empirical parameters below.
Figure 10 illustrates the selection rules for the single-photon transition,
which are enforced by A1 , i.e., T1 only connects the ground state to P
continuum states with l0 = 1. Moreover, A1 determines the contributions of
σ (∆mj = ±1) and π transitions (∆mj = 0) to the transition amplitude.
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These primarily depend on the projections εq = ε̂· ê∗q of the field polarization
√
ε̂ onto the spherical basis vectors ê±1 = ∓(x̂ ± ŷ)/ 2, ê0 = ẑ. Figure 10
also shows the selection rules for the two-photon process (only partial waves
with l0 = 0 or 2 contribute) arising from the second-order angular dipole
matrix element
 X

A2 l0 j 0 m0j , l00 j 00 , ljmj ; ε̂, ˆ0 =
A1 l0 j 0 m0j , l00 j 00 m00j ; ε̂
m00
j


× A1 l00 j 00 m00j , ljmj ; ε̂0 , (129a)
that, together with the second-order radial integral
D2 (E 0 l0 j 0 , l00 j 00 , nlj; k) =

X D1 (E 0 l0 j 0 , n00 l00 j 00 )D1 (n00 l00 j 00 , nlj)
Enlj − En00 l00 j 00 + ~ck + i0

n00

Z∞
+

dE 00

0

D1 (E 0 l0 j 0 , E 00 l00 j 00 )D1 (E 00 l00 j 00 , nlj)
, (129b)
Enlj − E 00 + ~ck + i0

enters the two-photon transition amplitude
 
T2 fˆ1 (Kms , mj ) = −2πi
Z
XZ
X 

P2
× dk1
dk2
δ E− − E(K) + i=1 ~ω(ki )
λ1

λ2

X

~
× fˆ1 (k1 , λ1 ) (−i)~E(k1 ) fˆ1 (k2 , λ2 ) (−i)~E(k2 ) √
Yl0 m0l K̂
me K l0 m0
l
X 
X

0 0
0 0 0
00
0 0 1
1
A2 l j mj , 1j , 0 2 mj ; ε̂(k1 , λ1 ), ε̂(k2 , λ2 )
×
l ml 2 ms j mj
j 0 m0j

j 00



× D2 E(K)l0 j 0 , 1j 00 , n0 21 ; k2 . (130)
These expressions were derived from Eq. (27b), and the arguments of A2
and D2 refer to the particular photoionization channels. For example,
D2 E(K)2 52 , 1 23 , n0 12 is the radial matrix element leading from the S 12
ground state n0 12 mj via intermediate P 32 orbitals to the D 52 continuum
state E(K)D 52 m0j + .
Since the states accessed by the two ionization pathways are of different
parity and angular momentum, the outgoing matter wave is a welcher-weg
marker that, in principle, allows one to acquire absolute path knowledge. As
discussed in Sec. 4.1, this situation excludes phase control completely. This
can be rectified by rendering the path knowledge physically inaccessible,
i.e., by quantum erasure. This procedure is applied below to obtain phase
control.
The welcher-weg information is encoded in the matter angular distribution. Hence, the measurement of M has to be combined with a measurement
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of an observable that is sensitive to the electron’s angular spread. However,
the observable has to be such that the ionization pathways are indistinguishable in at least one of its eigenspaces. The simplest (though not optimal)
observable fulfilling this requirement corresponds to a single segment of the
spherically shaped detector, chosen so that, if it detects an electron, there
is no way of telling whether its matter wave had even or odd parity (i.e.,
whether the electron was emitted in a single- or a two-photon process).
Effectively, with this prescription, the measurement is restricted to a
narrow solid angle around a single direction, denoted K̂ + . Consequently,
D+ is confined in both
energy and direction K̂. We define K̂ + = K + /K+
−1 R
with K + = |D+ |
dKK, the average of K over D+ , K+ = kK + k
D+ R
its length, and |D+ | = D+ dK, the volume of D+ . That is, we achieve
quantum erasure by measuring the differential cross section.
1
1
The states ψ̃m
and ψ̃m
depend on the size and shape of D+ ,
s ,mj
s ,mj
but given the narrow confinement of D+ , it is justified to assume that T1
and T2 vary weakly over D+ . Hence, T1 and T2 are evaluated at K + instead
of K, i.e., we approximate
Z
 
1
ˆ2 (K + ms , mj ) dK Kms +
ψ̃m
'
T
f
(131a)
1
s ,mj
D+

and
2
ψ̃m
s ,mj

 
' T2 fˆ1 (K + ms , mj )

Z

dK Kms + .

(131b)

D+

7.3

Implementation of The Open And The Closed CCI
Configurations

Below we show how to implement the open and the closed configuration with
the photoelectron spin CCI. These configurations are needed for the quantum erasure and the quantum delayed choice coherent control experiments
described above.
Consider first the open CCI. As explained in Sec. 3.1, the open configuration is maximally biased. This is reflected in the following prescription: if
the atom’s initial state is spin up (or down), then a photoelectron emitted
in single-photon ionization has to arrive at the detector with spin down
(up), and a photoelectron emitted in double-photon ionization must arrive
with spin up (down). That is:
 
T1 fˆ2o (K + ms , mj ) ∝ δms ,−mj ,
(132a)
 
ˆ
T2 f1o (K + ms , mj ) ∝ δm ,m ,
(132b)
s

j

i.e., Eqs. (36) applied to the photoelectron spin control scenario. In addition,
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Figure 11: (color online) In the open configuration o, single-photon ionization
(solid blue) only undergoes a σ-transition with mj − m0s = 1, whereas
two-photon ionization (dashed red) leaves the electronic spin unchanged.
The processes are distinguishable from one another due to their different
outcomes.
we stipulate the symmetry condition
p
p
 
 
hχ̃1o |χ̃1o i T1 fˆ2o (K + −mj , mj ) = hχ̃2o |χ̃2o i T2 fˆ1o (K + mj , mj )
(133)
adapted from Eq. (47). With Eq. (133), the single- and the double-photon
process have equal a priori probabilities.
In the following, we specify suitable parameters that allow T1 and T2
to fulfill the conditions (132) and (133), the direction K̂ + pointing to the
detector, the wavepackets’ directions of incidence, and the wavepackets’ polarizations. Wavepacket properties are described by the amplitude functions
f1o , f2o .
For the direction of detection, we choose

1 √
K̂ + = √
2 x̂ − ẑ ,
3

(134)

a choice that will work for both open and closed configurations.
With regard to the wavepackets, we concentrate on the simplifying case
where the amplitude functions
 cluster around a single direction of incidence
k̂1o and k̂2o , respectively and a single polarization (ε̂1o , ε̂2o ). In such a
case, we can approximate
q
 −1

f2o (k, λ) ' α2o `−3
(135)
2o u2o `2o (k − k2o ) ε̂2o · ε̂(k2o , λ)
(and equivalently f1o ), where α2o is an average amplitude with phase ϕ2o
and absolute value |α2o | = kf2o k. Here, u2o is a positive bump function that
minimizes the error of the approximation. Such a function has compact
support around the origin, a unit volume integral, and a unit average extent
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zO

kO 2o

yO
#2o

xO

kO 1o

KO C
Figure 12: (color online) Scattering geometry of the open configuration o with
incident
light wavevectors k̂1o = ŷ and k̂2o with projection k̂2o ·ẑ = cos ϑ2o =
p
− 2/3, The emitted photoelectron is detected in the direction K̂ + , which,
together with k̂2o and k̂1o , forms a right-handed orthogonal triad that√is
rotated from the laboratory’s reference frame by 3π/2 − ϑ2o = π − arctan 2
around the ŷ-axis. The alkali atom is located at the origin. The polarization
of the incoming radiation is indicated in color (shades of gray). The open
configuration employs linearly polarized light.
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that is scaled to `2o . In essence, `2o quantifies the average extent of f2o in
k-space. Since f2o is concentrated around k̂2o , `2o is small.
The open configuration is then engineered by setting
k̂2o = ŷ,

√ 
1
ε̂2o = √ x̂ + 2 ẑ ,
3

(136a)

√ 
1
k̂1o = − √ x̂ + 2 ẑ ,
3

ε̂1o = ŷ,

(136b)

where the incoming light is chosen as linearly polarized. The geometry of
the experiment is visualized in Fig. 12. With the above parameter choices,
the transition amplitudes become
 

 

T1 fˆ2o K + + 12 , + 12 = T1 fˆ2o K + − 21 , − 12 = 0,
(137a)
 

 

T1 fˆ2o K + + 21 , − 12 = −T1 fˆ2o K + − 12 , + 12 = eiϕ2o
Z


 q  −1
u2o `2o (k − k2o )
× dk δ E− − E+ + ~ω(k)
√ 2


π~ E(k) 
× p 3
−D1 E+ 1 12 , n0 12 + D1 E+ 1 32 , n0 21 , (137b)
3 `2o me K+
 

 

T2 fˆ1o K + + 21 , + 12 = T2 fˆ1o K + − 12 , − 12 = e2iϕ1o
Z
Z


P2
× dk1 dk2 δ E− − E+ + i=1 ~ω(ki )
√
q 
q  −1
 πi~3 E(k1 )E(k2 )
−1
× u1o `1o (k1 − k1o ) u1o `1o (k2 − k1o ) √ 3 p
45`1o me K+



1
1
1
1
× 5D2 E+ 0 2 , 1 2 , n0 2 ; k2 + 10D2 E+ 0 2 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2


−5D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 12 , n0 21 ; k2 − D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 23 , n0 12 ; k2

− 9D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2 , (137c)
and

 

 
T2 fˆ1o K + + 12 , − 12 = T2 fˆ1o K + − 12 , + 21 = 0,

(137d)

where E+ = E(K+ ). Note that, if the spin-orbit coupling were absent, then
the radial integrals D1 and D2 would add to zero and T1 and T2 would
vanish. However, spin-orbit coupling is typically present, and T1 and T2 are
finite with, in general, the second-order amplitude T2 much smaller than its
counterpart T1 .
In Eqs. (137), the integrals over the bump functions u2o and u1o ensure
the agreement between the photon energy 2~ω and the ionization energy
E+ − E− in relation to the energy spreading, ~c`2o and ~c`1o , respectively.
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Figure 13: In the closed configuration c, the processes are not distinguishable by their outcomes, since the transition amplitudes between all
spin combinations are finite and unbiased. Our proposed implementa
tion deviates from the
demanded
behavior. Only for mj = − 12 and


D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2 = 0 , the amplitudes are unbiased. However, for
mj = + 21 , they are biased, illustrated here by the width of the arrows.
If `2o (or `1o ) is small enough, all functions under the integral, except the
δ-term and u2o (u1o ), can be approximated by their value at k2o (k1o ). The
2
5
I2o /~c η1o
I1o /~c , where I2o
integral then reduces to a numerical factor η2o
(I1o ) is dimensionless.
To conclude the open configuration discussion, note, from Eqs. (137), that
T1 and T2p
fulfill conditions
p (132). Condition (133) can be implemented by
adjusting hχ̃1o |χ̃1o i and hχ̃2o |χ̃2o i that, for coherent states [as in Eqs. (96b)],
2
become equal to |α1o | and |α2o |, respectively.
Consider now the closed configuration which, according to Sec. 3.2,
is characterized by completely unbiased, symmetric transition amplitudes
[Eqs. (37) and (47)]. In the photoelectron spin control scenario, these
conditions are
 

 

T1 fˆ2c K + + 12 , mj = T1 fˆ2c K + − 12 , mj ,
(138a)
 




(138b)
T2 fˆ1c K + + 1 , mj = −T2 fˆ1c K + − 1 , mj
2

and
p

2

p


 
 
hχ̃1c |χ̃1c i T1 fˆ2c K + + 12 , mj = hχ̃2c |χ̃2c i T2 fˆ1c K + + 21 , mj .
(139)

Fig. 13 provides a graphical representation of Eqs. (138). The challenge
is to find settings K̂ + , fˆ1c , and fˆ2c so that T1 and T2 satisfy Eqs. (138)
and (139), independent of the values of the radial integrals D1 and D2 that
depend on the energy E(K) and on the particular alkali atom used.
We adopt a similar approximation as above for the open configuration.
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kO 2c
kO 1c
zO

yO

#2c

xO
KO C
Figure 14: (color online) Scattering geometry of the closed configuration c
with the alkali atom at the center, Wavepacket polarizations are indicated
in color (shades of gray). The amplitude function f1c of the first wavepacket
is concentrated around the incident direction k̂1c = K̂ + . and the circular
polarization ε̂1c . k̂1c makes an angle of π − arccsc(3) ' 2.80rad with the
ẑ-axis. The second wavepacket (described by
√ f2c ) is incident from the
direction k̂2c , for which k̂2c · ẑ = cos ϑ2c = −2 2/3. Its polarization ε̂2c is
elliptical.
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That is, we approximate
f2c (k, λ) ' α2c

q

 −1

`−3
2c u2c `2c (k − k2c ) ε̂2c · ε̂(k2c , λ)

(140)

and equivalently f1c . We then set

1 √
2 x̂ − ẑ ,
k̂2c = √
3


p
√ 
√ 1
√
1 p
ε̂2c = √
5 + 3 2 √ −x̂ − 2 ẑ − i 9 − 3 2 ŷ ,
14
3
√ 
1
k̂1c = x̂ − 2 2 ẑ ,
3 


1 1 √
ε̂1c = √
2 2 x̂ + ẑ + iŷ .
2 3

(141a)
(141b)
(141c)
(141d)

K̂ + stays as it is [cf. Eq. (134)] as shown in Fig. 14. The transition
amplitudes then become
 

 

1
√ T1 fˆ2c K + − 12 , + 12 =
T1 fˆ2c K + + 12 , + 12 =
1+ 2

 

 
1
ˆ
− T1 f2c K + + 2 , − 12 = −T1 fˆ2c K + − 12 , − 21 = eiϕ2c
Z

 q  −1

× dk δ E− − E+ + ~ω(k)
u2c `2c (k − k2c )
√ 2
√ 


π~ E(k) p
3 − 2 D1 E+ 1 12 , n0 12 − D1 E+ 1 23 , n0 21
× p 3
3 7`2c me K
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(142a)

and

×





































































Z

Z



P2
dk2 δ E− − E+ + i=1 ~ω(ki )
√
q 
q  −1
 πi~3 E(k1 )E(k2 )
p
(k
−
k
)
u
`
(k
−
k
)
× u1c `−1
1
1c
1c 1c
2
1c
1c
90 me K+
√ 

−1 + 2 5D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 12 , n0 12 ; k2

+ D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
√ 

− 3 7 + 5 2 D2 E+ 2 25 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
if ms = 12 and mj = 12 ,
√ 

−1 + 2 −5D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 12 , n0 12 ; k2

− D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2

+ 6D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
if ms = − 12 and mj = 12 ,
√ 

1 + 2 5D2 E+ 2 23 , 1 12 , n0 12 ; k2

+ D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2

− 6D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 21 ; k2
if ms = 12 and mj = − 12 ,
√ 

1 + 2 −5D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 12 , n0 12 ; k2

− D2 E+ 2 32 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
√ 

+ 3 7 − 5 2 D2 E+ 2 25 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
if ms = − 12 and mj = − 12 .
(142b)

 
T2 fˆ1c (K + ms , mj ) = e2iϕ1c

dk1

Evidently, T1  and T2 do not yet
 fulfil the conditions (138). First, in
Eq. (142a), T1 fˆ2c K + − 21 , + 12 deviates from the required behavior, being
√
too large by a factor of (1 + 2). By contrast, the T1 for the other values
of ms and mj are as unbiased as required, and they have the correct signs.
Therefore, the issue can be avoided by using the input port mj = − 12 , i.e.,
by setting p 12 = 0 and p− 21 = 1 in %M (−∞) [Eq. (123) on page 59].
Second, as can be seen from Eq. (142b), T2 is different for all four
1
possible combinations of ms = ± 12 and
 mj = ± 2 , because the second-order
5
3
1
radial integral D2 E+ 2 2 , 1 2 , n0 2 ; k2 enters in all four cases with a different
prefactor. This problem cannot be solved by altering K̂ + , k̂2c , ε̂2c , k̂1c , or
ε̂1c . In order to fulfill the conditions (138), we have to impose a requirement
on D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2 , e.g.,

(143)
D2 E+ 2 52 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2 = 0.
That is, one has to find an energy E+ or system, where the transition to
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D 52 is negligible compared to the transition to D 32 .15
 

The final task is to balance the magnitudes of T1 fˆ2c K + + 12 , mj and
 

T2 fˆ1c K + + 21 , mj in accordance with Eq. (139). This can be achieved
p
p
2
by adjusting hχ̃1c |χ̃1c i and hχ̃2c |χ̃2c i (or |α1c | and |α2c |, respectively, in
the case of coherent states of incoming light).
In summary, this section shows how to build an open and a closed CCI
for the specific example of photoelectron spin control. With the settings as
in Eqs. (134) and (141), it is possible to do the quantum erasure coherent
control experiment of Sec. 4. The quantum delayed choice coherent control
scenario of Sec. 5 can be implemented with a combination of Eqs. (134), (136)
and (141). The existence of a single direction of detection K̂ + [Eq. (134)]
that works for both the open and the closed configuration makes this possible.
See Ref. 136 for further details.

8

Facing the Loopholes

In any test of a Bell inequality, one has to deal with three loopholes: locality,
fair-sampling, and freedom-of-choice. Only if the Bell violation occurs under
simultaneous closing of these loopholes, does a Bell inequality provide a
stringent test for local realism. As discussed below, this presents a significant
challenge in the case of photoelectron spin control. Indeed, closing these
loopholes had been one of the major problems in fundamental physics for a
long time [142].
Locality loophole. In both the quantum erasure and the quantum delayed
choice coherent control scenario, the locality loophole arises from the
possibility that the measurement outcome of the spin polarization is
influenced by the measurement of the light, or vice versa. The skeptic’s
suspicion is that the choice of the measurement observable, or of its
measurement outcome, could have been heralded with subluminal or
luminal speed from the location of the photodetection to the location
of the spin detection.
This locality loophole can be closed by separating both the choice of
observable and the measurement events of either subsystem by spacelike distances, excluding any causal influence. Additional confidence
could be built by deliberately randomizing the observable choices using
random numbers generated by quantum random number generators.
15 If

only the input port mj = − 12 is used, then the stipulation that

√ 

2
D2 E+ 2 25 , 1 23 , n0 12 ; k2 =
9+5 2
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× 5D2 E+ 2 23 , 1 12 , n0 12 ; k2 + D2 E+ 2 23 , 1 32 , n0 12 ; k2
is a possible solution to the bias issue as well.
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In the case of photoelectron spin control, closing the locality loophole
seems like an almost insurmountable challenge.
Fair-sampling or detection loophole. This loophole recognizes that every detection is imperfect, and electron spin detectors are particularly
flawed: only a small fraction of the photoelectrons can be collected,
and an even smaller fraction has a discernible spin. With such a small
detection efficiency, the detected electron spins may not be representative of the entire statistical ensemble, and they may suggest a violation
of local realism despite the fact that the entirety of spins still obeys
it. Equivalent issues, albeit less severe, exist for the detection of the
light.
The detection loophole can be dealt with in two ways. Either one
relies on “fair sampling” (i.e., the supplementary hypothesis that the
sample of detected spins is representative of the whole sample), or
one closes the
√ loophole by increasing the efficiency above a certain
threshold (2 2 − 2 ' 83% [143]). However, with present technology,
this threshold is unattainable for electron spin detection. Thus, in the
photoelectron spin experiment, the assumption of fair sampling would
have to be adopted to close this loophole.
Freedom-of-choice loophole. This loophole arises from the assumption
that the choice of the observables on the electron spin and the light
is independent and free of properties of the physical system being
measured, or of some local hidden variable. If this freedom were denied,
and if all choices were completely deterministic, then the outcome of
the Bell measurements would have been determined in advance.
This is a loophole for local realism and, in a completely deterministic
world, it cannot be closed [144]. If nature is nondeterministic, however,
then the problem of freedom-of-choice can be solved by having a
space-like separation between the control event and the choice of
the measurement observables [62]. But again, for photoelectron spin
control, this is a rather difficult undertaking.
Closing all these loopholes simultaneously (for any physical process) had
been one of the most significant and difficult problems in foundational
physics. It has only been overcome recently for entangled electron spins
[62] and entangled photon pairs [63, 64]. With all the specific attributes
of photoelectron spin control, however, repeating such a success would
be expremely difficult. Furthermore, we could have discussed far simpler
examples of quantum erasure [103, 105, 145], delayed choice [102, 146–148],
and quantum delayed choice [51, 78, 79], based on established technology
like linear quantum optics that is used routinely in applications of quantum
information theory. Indeed, we do not propose photoelectron spin control to
show that quantum erasure and quantum delayed choice are possible or to
provide further evidence that nature violates local realism. Rather, we set
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out to find the most quantum of the quantum phase control scenarios and
the limits of their verification. It appears we have successfully examined
these limits.

9

Conclusions

We began this article by noting that two-color weak-field phase control is
analogous to a classical control phenomenon. Hence, it cannot be advertised
as a true quantum interference effect. In a nutshell, there are several reasons
why this is the case.
1. The control features of two-color weak-field phase control can be
derived perturbatively from nonlinear response theory, an approach
that applies to both classical and quantum matter. In both cases,
nonlinear response theory predicts both the nonadditivity and the
phase sensitivity of the response. (Nonadditivity implies that the
collective response to the incident driving fields differs from the sum
of the individual responses to each field component. Phase sensitivity
refers to the dependence of the response on the phases of the field
components. These are the features of two-color phase control.)
2. Perturbative nonlinear response theory separates the response into
material and nonmaterial contributions. The phase sensitivity originates exclusively from the nonmaterial contributions. Since these
contributions are classical, differences between a classical and quantum
response can only result from quantitative differences in the material contribution. These differences are not related to either phase
sensitivity or to quantum interference.
3. Formally, claiming that the observation of a phase-sensitive and nonadditive response in experiments of coherent phase control is a demonstration of quantum interference is a logical fallacy known as the
“affirmation of the consequent”. Agreement and consistency with a
theory does not constitute a proof, even if no other explanation is
known.
These points raised the question of how a conventional coherent control
experiment in general, and a phase control experiment in particular, can
be studied from a foundational perspective and developed into a genuinely
and verifiably quantum interference phenomenon. This is the issue that was
explored in the main part of this article. Specifically, we first introduced a
general, unifying framework for studying all-optical control of matter using
two-color light fields. The theory was derived under minimal assumptions. It
is applicable to a wide variety of control targets including atoms, molecules,
and bulk solids. The control field was treated in the continuous multimode
formalism, a useful mathematical tool to account for realistic pulse profiles
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that are compact both in space and in frequency. Furthermore, the approach
allowed us to consider any choice of the light’s photon statistics. We thus
derived expressions that apply in equal measure to semiclassical and to
quantum states of light, such as coherent state, Fock states, or squeezed
states.
At the heart of this framework is a new kind of formal interferometer,
the coherent control interferometer (CCI), which allowed us to reach a
significant level of abstraction. It is defined in terms of its input and output
ports as well as via a special set of scattering states that play the role of a
binary path degree of freedom. By means of these prescriptions, knowing
the path traversed in the CCI is equivalent to knowing the frequency of the
light with which the matter has interacted.
Through the introduction of the CCI, the problem of phase control was
translated into the language of common two-way interferometry, including
interferometers such as the Young double-slit, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the Stern-Gerlach apparatus, and the Ramsey interferometer. This
allowed detailed clarification of the concepts of waves, particles, and their
complementarity in two-color phase control scenarios. These fundamental
concepts are the keys to demonstrating quantum interference in coherent
phase control. They are also of practical relevance, since, as we found,
the success of phase control is always limited by the simultaneously acquirable amount of path knowledge. The development of the CCI allowed
an approach to systematically exploring this relationship.
To this end, we proposed the quantum erasure coherent phase control
scenario, in which the CCI is subject to which-path marking. Unlike
conventional phase control scenarios, this one makes use of quantum light,
which both controls the dynamics and becomes entangled with the matter in
the process. As a consequence, the path taken through the CCI is marked,
providing path knowledge that can be extracted, if not in practice then at
least in principle. Phase control, therefore, has to be poor, unless the CCI
is joint with a quantum erasure measurement of the outgoing quantum light.
In this case, we found that control can be improved at the expense of the
simultaneously acquired path knowledge, with limits set by quantitative
wave-particle complementarity. We further found that, in the setting of the
CCI, the Englert-Greenberger-Yasin duality relation C2R + P2 ≤ 1 provides
a quantitative relationship between the maximum controllability CR and
the minimum path knowledge P acquirable in any measurement of the
outgoing light. We derived the measurement observable that saturates the
above duality relation, giving best possible phase control. We also showed
how quantum erasure can be achieved in a homodyne measurement scheme
with a so-called click/no-click photodetector that does not measure the
number of photons. With quantitative wave-particle complementarity and
quantum erasure, this proposed coherent control scenario can demonstrate
two hallmark features of quantum mechanics.
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As a second application of the CCI formalism we proposed the quantum
delayed-choice coherent control scenario, designed to demonstrate Wheeler’s
idea of delayed choice, another hallmark of quantum mechanics. This
scenario, which employs quantum light as well, realizes two complementary
situations simultaneously. In the first, phase control is absent, characterized
by particle-like CCI output port statistics. In the second, phase control
is present, and the CCI displays wave-like statistics. These two situations
are coherently blended and conditioned on marker states of the outgoing
light. We showed that this can be described in terms of entanglement
between the radiation field and the control target. Our theory for quantum
delayed-choice coherent control scenario predicts that, prior to measurement,
it is impossible to know whether there will be phase control or not. Upon
measurement, the case that applies will be random. This is the essence of
quantum delayed-choice coherent phase control.
In the last section, we showed how these two scenarios, quantum erasure
and the quantum delayed choice coherent control, are not only consistent
with quantum theory, but are in fact inconsistent with every conceivable—
or inconceivable—classical description. To this end, we constructed Bell
inequality tests for each of the two proposed scenarios. For the quantum
erasure scenario, we showed that a violation of the Bell inequality certifies
that the erased path distinguishability has been of nonclassical origin. For
the quantum delayed-choice scenario, on the other hand, we showed that a
failed Bell test suggests that the outcome of the experiment has not only
been unpredictable, but also nonclassically random. Thus, in both scenarios,
a Bell inequality violation demonstrates that phase control originates from
nontrivial and nonclassical interference effects. It is quantum coherent
control.
To demonstrate the utility of this framework and the feasibility of the two
proposed control scenarios, we examined the specific case of photoelectron
spin control, where a heavy alkali atom is ionized by weak coherent (ω + 2ω)
radiation. With this example, we expanded on the seminal two-color coherent
phase control experiments of Elliott et al., in which, according to our
discussion, control is analogous to a classical control phenomenon. In doing
so, we showed how a well-known coherent phase control experiment can be
modified to display quantum coherent control.
In conclusion, we proposed a general framework to examine various
degrees of “quantumness” in phase control scenarios and paved the way
for new coherent control experiments in which phase control will be a
genuinely and verifiably quantum interference phenomenon. Applications of
this approach to other molecular control scenarios is expected to be highly
enlightening.
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Appendix A: The Longtime Limit of The Total
Density Operator
Below, perturbation theory is used to solve the light-matter scattering
problem for weak field unitary 1 vs. N coherent phase control dynamics,
where N = 2, 3, . . . . Although standard quantum structures are simpler
[3], we use the Liouville representation of quantum mechanics to allow a
future extension to nonunitary dynamics. Here, Liouville space is a vector
space of operators on the regular Hilbert space (such as Hamiltonians,
observables, density operators, etc.), and superoperators are the operators
acting on Liouville space. The time evolution superoperator U (t, t0 ) =
exp[−iL (t − t0 )/~] solves the Liouville equation
i~∂t U (t, t0 ) = L U (t, t0 ),

(144)

where L = L0 + V the total Liouville superoperator of the system, corresponds to the commutator [H, . ] = [H0 + V, . ]. Equation (144) is equivalent
to the von Neumann equation for the density operator %. For convenience,
we define a free time evolution superoperator U0 (t, t0 ) that solves the free
Liouville equation i~∂t U0 (t, t0 ) = L0 U0 (t, t0 ), with L0 = LM + LR =
[HM + HR , . ] = [H0 , . ] in which the material part of the system, M, and
the radiation field, R, evolve independently of each other. The perturbation
V = [V, . ] describes the light-matter interaction, treated within the electric
dipole approximation. The initial state of the system is given by
|%(−∞)⟫ = |%M (−∞)⟫ ⊗ |%R (−∞)⟫,

(145a)

where
|%M (−∞)⟫ =

X

pν |νν⟫

(145b)

ν∈D−

and
|%R (−∞)⟫ = |χχ⟫.

(145c)

These vectors are the Liouville representations of Eqs. (16), (8), and (18),
respectively, i.e., |νν⟫ corresponds to |νihν|, etc.
Consider then the scattering problem. Initially, as well as finally, the
electromagnetic fields are far away from the material target and therefore
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do not interact with it. Scattering theory provides a map, the scattering
superoperator,
S = lim U0 (0, t/2) U (t/2, −t/2) U0 (−t/2, 0),
t→∞

(146)

that relates a past asymptotic in-state |%(−∞)⟫ to its future asymptotic
out-state |%(∞)⟫:
|%(∞)⟫ = S |%(−∞)⟫.

(147)

The superoperator S has a perturbative expansion,
Z
S = 1 − 2πi dE δ(E − L0 ) T (E + i0) δ(L0 − E),

(148)

with
T (z) = V + V G0 (z) T (z) =

∞
X

n

V (G0 (z)V ) =

n=0

∞
X

Tn (z)

(149)

n=0
−1

the transition superoperator, and with G0 (z) = (z − L0 ) , the unperturbed
resolvent superoperator.
Restricting attention to only interesting asymptotic out-states (i.e., those
characterized by the quantum number set D+ ), is equivalent to postselection,
|%(∞)⟫ 7→ |%̃(∞)⟫, of the form
|%̃(∞)⟫ = p̃−1 PZD+ |%(∞)⟫
Z
X X
−1
= p̃
dµ
dµ0 |µµ0 ⟫⟪µµ0 |%(∞)⟫,
D+

(150a)
(150b)

D+

where
p̃ =

Z
X

dµ ⟪µµ, 1R |%(∞)⟫.

(150c)

D+

That is, the superoperator PD+ projects into the subspace spanned by
|µµ0 ⟫, with µ, µ0 in the domain D+ .
Below we calculate the leading terms in the perturbative expansion of
|%̃(∞)⟫. In coherent control, the material ground state |νν⟫ and the relevant
asymptotic out-states |µµ⟫ (and out-coherences |µµ0 ⟫) do not overlap. Hence
PD+ |%M (−∞)⟫ = 0, i.e., the zeroth-order term vanishes. The first-order
term vanishes as well since it is proportional to matrix elements of the
form ⟪µµ0 , . . . |V |νν, . . .⟫ that evaluate to zero. The first nonzero term is,
therefore, of at least second order. The first step in the calculation of that
term is the evaluation of the second-order S -matrix element
Z
− 2πi dE ⟪µµ0 , {qκ}{q 0 κ0 }|
× δ(E − L0 ) T2 (E + i0) δ(L0 − E) νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫, (151)
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where the Liouville notations νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫ and |µµ0 , {qκ}{q 0 κ0 }⟫ correspond to
|νihν| ⊗ |k1 λ1 , . . . , kn λn ihk01 λ01 , . . . , k0n0 λ0n0 |

(152a)

|µihµ0 | ⊗ |q 1 κ1 , . . . , q m κm ihq 01 κ01 , . . . , q 0m0 κ0m0 |,

(152b)

and

respectively. The numbers n and n0 (m and m0 ) are the initial (final) photon
numbers in the field. The above vectors are eigenvectors of the free Liouville
operator L0 . In particular,
L0 νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫ = ~ω({k}, {k 0 }) =

n
X

0

~ω(ki ) −

n
X

~ω(ki00 )

(153a)

i0 =1

i=1

and
L0 |µµ0 , {qκ}{q 0 κ0 }⟫ = ∆µµ0 + ~ω({q}, {q 0 }) = Eµ − Eµ0
+

m
X

0

~ω(qj ) −

j=1

m
X


~ω qj0 0 , (153b)

j 0 =1

where Eµ denotes the eigenenergy of the eigenstate |µi of the material
Hamiltonian HM and ~ω(k) = ~ck is the energy of single-photon eigenstate
|kλi of the field Hamiltonian HR .
With these, the second order S -matrix element [Eq. (151)] becomes
− 2πi δ[∆µµ0 + ~ω({q}, {q 0 }) − ~ω({k}, {k 0 })]
n
1
ν, {k0 λ0 } V µ0 , {q 0 κ0 }
× hµ, {qκ}|V |ν, {kλ}i
0
∆µ ν + ~ω({q 0 }, {k}) + i0
o
1
+ ν, {k0 λ0 } V µ0 , {q 0 κ0 }
hµ,
{qκ}|V
|ν,
{kλ}i
.
−∆µ0 ν − ~ω({q 0 }, {k}) + i0
(154)
The terms in the braces, {· · · + · · · }, can be illustrated graphically:
ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

ν{kλ} µ0{q0κ0}
µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+

µ{qκ} ν{k0λ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

.

(155)

The diagrams represent the two possible pathways through Liouville space
that connect the in-vector νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫ (shown in each case in the upper
left corner) to the out-vector |µµ0 , {qκ}{q 0 κ0 }⟫ (in the lower right corner).
Liouville pathways describe the joint evolution of both bras and kets that
comprise the system’s density operator % [149]. The arrows correspond to
transitions mediated by the light-matter coupling V . A horizontal arrow
indicates action of V from the right, whereas a vertical arrow represents
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action from the left. The above diagrams thus differ by the order these
interactions take place.
Straightforward algebraic manipulation reduces Eq. (154) to
(−2πi) δ[∆νµ + ~ω({k}, {q})]hµ, {qκ}|V |ν, {kλ}i
× 2πi δ[∆µ0 ν + ~ω({q 0 }, {k 0 })] ν, {k0 λ0 } V µ0 , {q 0 κ0 } , (156)
an expression which describes scattering events involving the emission or
absorption of a photon. In the following, we concentrate on absorption only
and set m = n − 1 and m0 = n0 − 1. Energy conservation is guaranteed
by the δ-functions: Eq. (156) is nonzero only if the energy of the absorbed
photon energy resonant with material states involved in the transition.
Consequently, the second-order term can only appear in |%̃(∞)⟫ if at least
one incoming wavepacket carries photons with the required frequency. This
is indeed the case in the 1 vs. N coherent phase control scenarios with
N = 2, 3, . . . .
The second-order term
Z
I2 ≡ −2πi dE PD+ δ(E − L0 ) T2 (E + i0) δ(L0 − E)|%(−∞)⟫ (157)
can be calculated from Eq. (156) by expanding the initial state |%(−∞)⟫ in
the Liouville basis νν 0 , {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫, i.e. by using
|%(−∞)⟫ =

XZ

ν∈D−

d{k}

XZ

X

d{k0 }

νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫

{λ0 }

{λ}

× ⟪νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 } %(−∞)⟫. (158)
Here we are interested in the result for the specific initial state (145) with
the radiative part |%R (−∞)⟫ corresponding to |χihχ|, where
 
 
|χi = g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci
(159)
[see Eq. (18) on page 14].
After a lengthy calculation, one obtains
Z
Z
X
X
X
 
 
dµ
dµ0 |µihµ0 | ⊗
pν T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) T1∗ fˆ2 (µ0 , ν)
I2 =
D+

D+

ν∈D−

  (1)  
 † (1) †  †
× g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vacihvac| g1 a† fˆ1
g2 a fˆ2 , (160)
 
where T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) is as in Eq. (27a) on page 15. Eq. (160) illustrates that,
to second order in V , only the second wavepacket interacts with the material
system, whereas the first wavepacket passes the matter unimpeded. Given
that the quantum resonance condition is fulfilled, the second wavepacket
 
 
(1)
undergoes change, from g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci to g2 a† fˆ2 |vaci.
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In 1 vs. N scenarios, there are only two other relevant orders in the
th
th
perturbative expansion of |%̃(∞)⟫: the (N + 1) and the (2N ) order. We
focus first on the latter with N = 2 for simplicity. Whereas the secondorder term accounts for the absorption of a single photon from the second
wavepacket only, the fourth-order term describes two-photon absorption
exclusively from the first wavepacket. The fourth-order matrix element of S
with respect to νν, {kλ}{k0 λ0 }⟫ and |µµ0 , {qκ}{q 0 κ0 }⟫ with initial photon
numbers n and n0 and final photon numbers m = n − 2 and m0 = n0 − 2,
respectively, reads
0

0

2πi δ[∆µµ0 + ~ω({q}, {q }) − ~ω({k}, {k })]

XZ
ξ,ξ 0


×

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

ν{kλ} ξ0{u0τ0}

X


d{u}

XZ

d{u0 }

{τ }
ν{kλ} µ0{q0κ0}
ξ{uτ } µ0{q0κ0}

{τ 0 }

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}
ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

ν{kλ} ξ0{u0τ0}
ξ{uτ } ξ0{u0τ0}

+

ξ{uτ } µ0{q0κ0}
µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+ ξ{uτ } ν{k0λ0}

ξ{uτ } ξ0{u0τ0}

ξ{uτ } µ0{q0κ0}
µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

ν{kλ} ξ0{u0τ0}
ξ{uτ } ξ0{u0τ0}

+

µ{qκ} ξ0{u0τ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+ ξ{uτ } ν{k0λ0}

ξ{uτ } ξ0{u0τ0}
µ{qκ} ξ0{u0τ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}



+ ξ{uτ } ν{k0λ0}
µ{qκ} ν{k0λ0}
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. (161)
µ{qκ} ξ0{u0τ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

The algebraic version of the first diagram in the brackets is
1
hξ, {uτ }|V |ν, {kλ}i
∆µ0 ξ + ~ω({q 0 }, {u}) + i0
1
×
hξ 0 , {u0 τ 0 }|V |µ0 , {q 0 κ0 }i
∆µ0 ν + ~ω({q 0 }, {k}) + i0
1
ν, {k0 λ0 } V ξ 0 , {u0 τ 0 } . (162)
×
∆ξ0 ν + ~ω({u0 }, {k}) + i0

hµ, {qκ}|V |ξ, {uτ }i

According to Eq. (161), there are six different time-orderings in which the
light-matter interaction V can act on the density matrix, each represented
by a unique diagram. The Liouville pathways described by these diagrams
can combine in various ways, and certain individual contributions can cancel
when all paths are summed up.
The fourth-order term
Z
I4 ≡ −2πi dE PD+ δ(E − L0 ) T4 (E + i0) δ(L0 − E)|%(−∞)⟫ (163)
can be obtained from Eq. (161) in a manner corresponding to the calculation
of the second-order term (156), again using |%(−∞)⟫ from Eq. (145). We
arrive at
Z
Z
X
X
X
 
 
I4 =
dµ
dµ0 |µihµ0 | ⊗
pν T2 fˆ1 (µ, ν) T2∗ fˆ1 (µ0 , ν)
D+
(2)

× g1

D+

ν∈D−

 
 
 †
 †
(2)
a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vacihvac| g1 a† fˆ1
g2 a† fˆ2 . (164)

It is instructive to compare Eq. (164) to the second-order result given in
Eq. (160). Whereas, to second order in V , only the second wavepacket
scatters with the material, here, to fourth order, only the first wavepacket
does so. Since two photons are absorbed, Eq. (164) features second-order
(T2 ) instead of first-order (T1 ) transition amplitudes. Analogously, the
function g1 appears in the form of its second derivative. It is therefore a
th
simple matter to correctly guess the (2N ) -order result. It reads as
Z
Z
X
X
X
 
 
dµ
dµ0 |µihµ0 | ⊗
pν TN fˆ1 (µ, ν) TN∗ fˆ1 (µ0 , ν)
D+

D+

×

(N )
g1

ν∈D−

 
 
 †
 †
(N )
a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vacihvac| g1 a† fˆ1
g2 a† fˆ2

(165)

 
with TN fˆ1 (µ, ν) as in Eq. (27b) on page 16. This term is a leading
contribution to 1 vs. N coherent phase control with N > 1.
The third and last contribution comes from the cross term that emerges
in (N + 1)th order, e.g., order 3 for N = 2. In calculating the third-order
S -matrix elements, two cases must be distinguished. In the first, the ket
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portion of the density matrix is subject to two-photon absorption, whereas
the bra portion undergoes single-photon absorption, i.e., m = n − 2 and
m0 = n0 − 1. The result is
XZ
− 2πi δ[∆µµ0 + ~ω({q}, {q 0 }) − ~ω({k}, {k 0 })]
d{u}
ξ



0 0

ν{kλ} ν{k λ }

0

0 0

0

0 0

0 0

ν{kλ} µ {q κ }

X
×


ξ{uτ } µ {q κ }

{τ }

ν{kλ} ν{k λ }

+

ξ{uτ } ν{k0λ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ξ{uτ } µ0{q0κ0}
µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+

ξ{uτ } ν{k0λ0}


ξ{uτ } µ0{q0κ0} ,



0

(166)

0 0

µ{qκ} µ {q κ }

where the first diagram in the brackets can also be written as
hµ, {qκ}|V |ξ, {uτ }i
×

∆µ0 ν

1
hξ, {uτ }|V |ν, {kλ}i
∆µ0 ξ + ~ω({q 0 }, {u}) + i0
1
ν, {k0 λ0 } V µ0 , {q 0 κ0 } . (167)
+ ~ω({q 0 }, {k}) + i0

The other case is the conjugate process, one might say, in which the ket loses
a single photon and the bra loses two of them, i.e., m = n − 1, m0 = n0 − 2.
As a result, the contribution is
2πi δ[∆µµ0 + ~ω({q}, {q 0 }) − ~ω({k}, {k 0 })]

XZ

d{u0 }

ξ0

"
×

X

0 0

ν{kλ} ν{k λ }

ν{kλ} ξ0{u0τ0}

ν{kλ} µ0{q0κ0}
µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

{τ 0 }
ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+

ν{kλ} ξ0{u0τ0}
µ{qκ} ξ0{u0τ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

#

ν{kλ} ν{k0λ0}

+

µ{qκ} ν{k0λ0}

µ{qκ} ξ0{u0τ0}

µ{qκ} µ0{q0κ0}

, (168)

where we can also write
1
hξ 0 , {u0 τ 0 }|V |µ0 , {q 0 κ0 }i
∆ + ~ω({q 0 }, {k}) + i0
1
×
ν, {k0 λ0 } V ξ 0 , {u0 τ 0 } (169)
∆ξ0 ν + ~ω({u0 }, {k}) + i0

hµ, {qκ}|V |ν, {kλ}i

µ0 ν
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for the first term in the brackets. These expressions can be used to derive
the third-order contribution to PD+ |%(∞)⟫ with |%(−∞)⟫ as before. Afterwards, it is straightforward to obtain the terms that are relevant in the 1
vs. 2 control scenario. We skip these steps and directly generalize to the
th
(N + 1) -order result for 1 vs. N coherent control. We find
Z

dE PD+ δ(E − L0 ) TN +1 (E + i0) δ(L0 − E)|%(−∞)⟫
Z
Z
X
X
X
 
 
=
dµ
dµ0 |µihµ0 | ⊗
pν T1 fˆ2 (µ, ν) TN∗ fˆ1 (µ0 , ν)

− 2πi

D+

D+

ν∈D−

  (1)  
 †
 †
(N )
× g1 a† fˆ1 g2 a† fˆ2 |vacihvac| g1 a† fˆ1
g2 a† fˆ2
+ h.c. , (170)

giving Eq. (23).
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